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Pakistan Television is the mother of television broadcasting in Pakistan. It recently became
54 years old. It is a pity, nevertheless, that while television in Pakistan’s private sector has
made great progress, though mostly on the news and current affairs front, the state-run television organization has sunken to the depths of stereotyped broadcasting, losing in the process
both its edge as a broadcaster covering a wide spectrum of programme offerings and
becoming a veritable behemoth that works like any other government department and has
nothing to show in terms of leading-edge TV broadcasting technology. It is another Pakistan
Broadcasting Corporation (Radio Pakistan), as obsolete in terms of human talent and technology and as bureaucratic as, say, the tax, agriculture or health departments. Perhaps, it would
be safe to say that the malady of corruption courses through the veins of PTV with as much
gravity as it does in any other state-run organization. In fact, PTV is as sick or even more than
PIA, Pakistan Railways, Pakistan Customs, Pakistan Steel Mills and the rest of them.
The sorry state of PTV’s technological backwardness was recently brought to light in the
programme ‘Mahaz’ broadcast by Dunyia News. Its reporter Wajahat Ali Khan highlighted
the backward state of affairs at the main PTV broadcasting studios in Islamabad. He went
behind the scenes to show how the PTV broadcasting crew were making do with obsolete
technology and untrained staff. It is also true that PTV is overstaffed at all its centres. According to one estimate, it employs more than 6,000 persons across all its broadcasting locations.
The organization is headquartered in Islamabad while its other centres are located in Lahore,
Karachi, Peshawar, Quetta, Muzaffarabad, Skardu and Multan.
For the present, PTV broadcasts some 9 channels which are PTV Home, PTV News, PTV
Global, PTV National, PTV Sports, PTV World, PTV Bolan, AJK TV and PTV Parliament. It
is evident that PTV has separate channels to address its viewers in Balochistan (PTV Bolan)
and Azad Kashmir (PTV AJK) but it does not have similar channels for the KPK, Punjab and
Sindh. It is a pity that no PTV channel has any credibility and the viewing public prefers to
watch private channels though all they get from those channels is news broadcasts and
panel discussions on current affairs by mostly self-styled ‘experts’. For that matter, PTV also
does the same and follows a similar format as the private channels. In fact, in many cases, it
simply mimics the private channels. Gone are the music shows, the drama serials and all the
other interesting programming that made PTV so popular in its earlier years and that gradually
went off the menu because there was no Zulfiqar Ali Bukhari or Aslam Azhar left to guide the
ship. PTV gradually lost the interest of many other extraordinary people lile Agha Nasir, Nusrat
Thakur, Yawar Hayat, Kanwar Aftab, Ayub Khawar, Akhtar Waqar Azeem, Ashfaq Ahmed, Zia
Mohyeddin, Shoaib Hashmi, Muneeza Hashmi, Shoaib Mansoor, Iqbal Ansari, Amjad Islam
Amjad, Anwar Maqsood, Fatima Suraiya Bajia, Haseena Moeen, Munnu Bhai, Obaidullah
Baig, Quraishpur, Iftikhar Arif, Mumtaz Hamid Rao, Anwar Sajjad, Kanwal Naseer and so
many others. Many of these people have died but those who are still alive are not attracted to
PTV anymore.
There were loads of entertainment that PTV Drama brought to the people of Pakistan and
the region with such classics as Khuda Ki Basti and Unkahi and with Tanhaiyaan, Aangan
Terha, Fifty Fifty, Studio Dhai, Studio Ponay Teen, Andehra Ujala, Sona Chandi, Uncle Urfi, Taleem-e-Baalighan, Alif Noon, Waaris, Dhoop Kinare, Sunehray Din, Guest House, Alpha Bravo
Charlie, Ana, Akhri Chatan, Zair, Zabar, Pesh and so much more. All that has disappeared.
Pakistan Television was meant to help solve educational and social problems and weld the
people into a strong, unified and enlightened nation inspired by a common outlook on life. At
no time would PTV be used for political purposes or for airing political programmes. It was
never envisaged when these ideals were formulated that PTV would become a lackey of the
information ministry of one government after another and would only project the government’s
point of view and would not give any space to the opposition’s views. This was a national
channel that offered terrestrial broadcasts in the beginning. Its centres were later electronically
linked and then it entered the satellite age. The organization was supposed to promote moral
values, civic consciousness and pride and faith in the nation and create a true understanding and appreciation of the nation’s cultural heritage. These ideals were supposed to be
promoted through instruction and enlightenment, enrichment of knowledge and information,
wholesome entertainment and promotion and integration of a national outlook. PTV is a shattered dream now – and so are its ideals.

The views expressed by the contributors are not
necessarily shared by the editor.
Available on EBSCO and affiliated international
databases through Asianet-Pakistan.

Javed Ansari
Editor
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Readers’ Thoughts

Living with the Dirt

W
Multi-talented Shoaib Hashmi

T

his is regarding the last cover story of Slogan on the multitalented personality of Shoaib
Hashmi, a man who is known for his great sense of humour. He is a true artiste and
humanist who has a deep interest in poetry, music and literature. From being an excellent
teacher, writer, mentor as well as a great director known for his humorous productions,
Hashmi Sahib has done a variety of work that motivates people at large. In this regard, the
efforts of the team of Slogan need to be praised for bringing a brilliant person like Shoaib
Hashmi to the front.

Mohib Akhtar,
Karachi.

e have often heard that India is the
most unhygienic country in terms of
open defecation but our own country is also
not behind in terms of being unhygienic.
Millions of Pakistanis contract water-borne
diseases every year, often resulting from
their contact with faecal matter. Pregnant
women are more at risk of getting affected
and it results in the death of their child. This
is the main reason Pakistan has the second
highest child mortality rate in SouthAsia.
Developed cities like Karachi and Lahore
are making use of open spaces as there
are very few public toilets. The fact that
politician and others in power have failed to
recognise the issue is causing untold harm.

Wajahat Ali,
Lahore.

Consumers Are No
Fools

An Idol

I

have been following Shoaib Sahib for a very long time and even look up to him as my idol
because for me a man like him is hard to find these days. He knows how to effectively
communicate with the masses as he has a deep understanding of his audience and knows
how to make his message heard. Although his spontaneity, wit and generous sense of
humour make his conversations overwhelming, it was his dedication towards his work that
impressed me the most. Seeing him on the cover of this popular magazine, made me really
happy.

T

his is related to the article by Mamoon
Ali Khan on ‘Is it the Drink or the
Marketing That Tastes Good?’. I agree with
the fact that marketing has a major role in
portraying the image of the product and

Muhammad Noman,
Karachi.

The Wedding Planner

T

his is with regard to the event ‘The Wedding Atelier’. The
palce offers luxury wedding possibilities and proved to
be a success for all brides and grooms. Everyone wants their
one special day to be special in every way and Sara Chapra
has made it possible at The Wedding Atelier with Carbon
Events. Though it proved to be a dream wedding for one
couple, it also managed to break the boundaries by providing wedding essentials and interactive sessions, all under
one roof. Events like these are very rare in Pakistan and that
is the reason that when the event came around, everyone
was awestruck. More such events should take place in our
country and for that, we now know whom to contact.

Tooba Raza,
Karachi.
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some people might go for the product after
seeing its strong marketing message but
I also believe that nowadays people are
very sensible and they know what they truly
want. Yes, they will be impressed by the
marketing tactic the company is using to
make its product eye-catching but when it
comes to their personal use, they would opt
for what best suits them.
Sana Arif,
Islamabad.

Who Said That!

Impactful Campaign

W

e are familiar with the #MeToo campaign. It is gaining momentum with
time. Starting last year as a hashtag on social media, the movement was initially used
in 2006 by Tarana Burke, a social activist.

What feminism means for me is simply that
women, like men, are complete human beings with
limitless possibilities.” – Fehmida Riaz, Poet

There’s a Hamlet in all of us.
– Zia Mohyeddin, Intellectual

We must appreciate younger singers; otherwise we are
not true to our craft. – Abida Parveen, Singer
People from all fields are coming forward
to share their personal experiences about
sexual harassment and sexual assault. But I
believe that people have started taking it for
granted as some stories that have recently
surfaced on the social media are not entirely
true and somewhat forged. This is one
platform where one can talk openly about
such things but this does not give people
the right to make up stories just for the sake
of getting attention.
Aaliya Fareed,
Islamabad.

Terrorism is partly linked to people who have no
jobs in Pakistan. – Mian Muhammad Mansha,
Businessman

I wish I could be wittier, funnier and a more likeable person.
– Rahat Kazmi, Actor

Good Initiative

T

his is with regard to the launch of ‘Dew
Gamers Arena’, a championship that offers three months nationwide Counter-Strike
and Dota tournament with Rs 1 million as
prize money. This is the first time in the
history of Pakistan that such a competition
is happening. Not much is seen of gaming
events in this country. Mountain Dew has
come up with an exciting opportunity for
adventure seekers. I think it’s time that
the people of Pakistan showcase their
talent more effectively and make the
nation proud.

I’d rather people read my book
twice than only half-way through.
– Mohsin Hamid, Writer

We have been taught to seek
change from the ruling elite
whereas we need to be the
change. –Jibran Nasir, Human
rights Activist

Ahmed Rizvi,
Lahore.

There is nothing called negative
character. The negativity and
positivity exists in all of us.
- Nawazuddin Siddiqui, Actor
There’s nothing in the world
that I can’t face.
- Mawra Hocane, Actor
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Corporate Moves

Arshad Malik has taken charge of Pakistan International
Airlines (PIA) as the President and Chief Executive Officer.
He has served for more than 40 years with the Pakistan Air
Force and rose to the rank of Air Marshal. Prior to joining
PIA, he was serving as Vice Chief of the Air Staff. He has
undertaken a number of management and leadership
courses both in Pakistan and abroad. He is a graduate of
the National Defence University (NDU) and qualified an Air
Command and Staff Course from the US.

Sheikh Aman Ullah has been made the acting
President of Zarai Tarqiati Bank Limited (ZTBL). He
would also serve as the Senior Executive Vice President
(SEVP) of the Bank. Aman Ullah, whose credentials
include MBA, FCMA, FCIS and DAIBP, has experience
spanning over 30 years in banking management,
operations, internal audit, corporate governance,
finance, information technology and restructuring at
senior positions with ZTBL and the State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP)
Dr Sania Nishtar, Pakistan’s internationallyacclaimed global health expert, has
been appointed as the Chairperson of
the Benazir Income Support Program
(BISP). She is a respected professional,
civil society leader and former cabinet
minister. She is also a widely published
scholar in public healthcare systems and
reform. Currently, she co-chairs the World
Health Organisation’s commission on noncommunicable diseases. She also chairs
the US National Academy of Sciences
initiative on the Quality of Healthcare and
heads the United Nations International
Institute for Global Health’s Advisory
Committee.

Muhammad Zahid Khokhar has joined
the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) as
Director General of Customs Intelligence
and Investigation. Zahid will also hold the
additional charge of Member Customs
FBR until further orders. Earlier, he was
performing his duties as Member Customs
Federal Board of Revenue (FBR).
8
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Mary-Jane Halpin has been appointed as the
Director of Human Resources & Business Change at
Cornmarket Group Financial Services Ltd. Prior to this,
she worked in human resource roles for the corporate
law firm Matheson, Caledonian Life and Royal Liver
Assurance. She is a member of the Chartered Institute
of Personnel and Development (CIPD) and holds a
degree in Business Studies from Dundalk Institute of
Technology and a master’s degree in Strategic Human
Resources from the National College of Ireland.

Andréa Mallard, a retail executive, has joined Pinterest
as its new Chief Marketing Officer. Mallard has more
than 20 years experience working with international
retail and customer service-focused companies. She
joins Pinterest from Gap Inc.’s Athleta, prior to which
she spent four years as CMO of Omada Health, a digital
health company and eight years with IDEO, where
she led the global brand strategy practice as a design
director in the US and Europe. In her new role, she
oversees the global marketing and creative teams.

Rohail Hassan has been appointed as Associate
Account Manager at Shamrock Communications (Pvt.)
Ltd. Prior to this, he served as an account executive at
CMC – The Perception Management Company and as
a copy editor at K21 news channel. He holds a Master’s
degree in Mass Communication and a Bachelor’s
degree in English Literature from the University of
Karachi.

Grapevine

the Bhutto children, Bilawal, Bakhtawar and Asifa, would
follow in their parents’ footsteps. But nothing of the sort happened. Bilawal Bhutto is Chairman of the Pakistan People’s
Party but hasn’t made much headway as a political leader in
his own right, while his sisters Bakhtawar and Asifa too have
done nothing outstanding and are, these days, lost somewhere in the shadows.

Beauty with Brains

T
Influential Muslims

T

he latest list of the world’s 500 Most Influential Muslims
has two Pakistanis. There should have been more but for
the moment it is Imran Khan (most deservedly) and Muniba
Mazari (most surprisingly). Of course what Imran has done
for the country and continues to do as prime minister is
unequalled by any other Pakistani leader. The Quaid e Azam
did not get enough time or he would have done the same.
But Muniba Mazari? Wow! She lost her legs in a car accident
and her struggles thereafter are commendable. But there are
many other Pakistanis who could have made it to the list of
influential Muslims. Where are they?

hat’s what this PTI
MNA is all about. Her
name is Shandana Gulzar
Khan. Holding a Masters
degree in International
Economic Law, she is
the Federal Parliamentary
Secretary for Commerce.
She has been elected on
the women’s reserved seat
from KPK. When Shandana
talks economics, people
listen to her because she
knows what she is saying. Pakistan must go through a painful period on the economic front, she says. And talking of
U-turns, she says this is very much in order because at least
Prime Minister Imran Khan realizes his mistake when he takes
a wrong decision and has the moral courage to make amends
rather than continuing to defend himself for a wrong move.

Not Public Property

B

Happy Family

I

t was a happy family, or so they
say, till the time Benazir Bhutto was
alive. They had three beautiful children
who lived with their mother in Dubai
because the lady was in a state of self-exile and did not want
to return to her native land for fear of prosecution. The father,
Asif Zardari, mostly lived in New York and did not have much
to do with politics. Then Benazir Bhutto returned and was
assassinated after a few months. This is when her husband
came forward and rose to acquire the highest position in the
country – that of President of Pakistan. It was expected that

old women like
Hania Amir do not
like men disguised as
fans. They seem to have
had enough of it. Hania
says being a public figure
does not mean that
showbiz people become
public property and can
be harassed by men
disguised as fans. She is
fast becoming popular,
though. A charming
person who started as a
fashion designer, she has
now become an actress.
Her TV plays include Titli,
Phir Wohi Mohabbat and
Mujhe Jeenay Do. She
did the film Janaan and
her supporting role got her a Lux Style Award. Then she also
appeared in Na Maloom Afraad 2 and Parwaaz Hai Junoon.
Her better known TV commercials so far are Sunsilk and
MobiCash.
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By Javed Jabbar

S

elf-effacing and soft-spoken, courteous and
cultivated, self-confident yet always respectful of
others, driven by a vision of innovation, always striving to ensure excellence, Khalid Awan represents
so well the qualities required of an authentic, organizational
leader who does not need to be loud and domineering to be
dynamic and effective.
Initially supporting his elder brother, the late Brigadier Sadiq
Awan who, after retirement from the Pakistan Army, decided
to explore the entirely new sector of private courier services in
Pakistan, Khalid Awan evolved into a pioneer in his own right.
Sharing the fraternal attributes of courage and a will for adventure with his uncle, Khalid traversed new frontiers in order
to develop the enterprise as a pace-setting market leader. In
the inception phase, association with DHL, the global leader
in the field, must have been an instructive experience.
Taking full charge
After his assumption of responsibility at the helm of TCS,
and after the firm became autonomous of any affiliation, he
enhanced his commitment to encouraging the development
of fellow team-members at all levels, from the counter staff at
service centres, through the mid-level in various wings to the
top rungs of management, so that the firm could become a
true merit-based institution rather than remain only a familycentred business. The Octara part of the group symbolizes
Khalid Awan’s keen interest in human resource development
and in continually building the capacity of people, both inhouse and at large.
Competing with the State
In 2018, the range of several courier companies in the
country may obscure the enormous obstacles faced, both in
the initial phase and in later phases whenever a new dimension was explored. The Postal Service of Pakistan was a formidable adversary to compete with. After all, the Post Office
had a long, rich history of remarkable reliability. Be it a simple
envelope containing a letter or an eagerly-awaited money
order, 99 per cent, or even 100 per cent of the time, the good
old postal service was bound to find the addressee, however
remotely located. For a state and government organization
whose fellow-entities were --- and still are --- fairly or unfairly
associated with inefficiency, unreliability and corrupt practices,
the average, normal postman in his brown, khaki uniform
was actually widely acknowledged for his consistency and
periodic visibility. But the last two decades of the 20th century
witnessed an unprecedented acceleration of change in lifestyles, production and commerce, need for rapid transfers of
parcels, packets and papers, compression in time-scales and
extensions in connectivity through new air-links and by wireless technologies, heralding the eventual emergence of the
transformative first two decades of the 21st century.
Whether earlier through its alliance with a global pioneer,
or later on its own, TCS was the first enterprise in Pakistan to
sense the vast implications of changes already taking place,
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and even more changes likely to come in
the years ahead. The official Postal Service
predictably saw the attempt by a private
entity to enter into its sacred, reserved
space as virtual heresy. So there was full
frontal open opposition as well as covert
resistance. One recalls that in the six years
that one served in the Senate of Pakistan,
from 1985 to 1991, and both before and
after that phase, numerous expressions of
skepticism, outright hostility and unfounded
allegations about dubious motives were
arrayed against the advent of TCS. Yet,
eventually, as the trail-blazer grew and delivered on its promise, and as it became clear
that, however great the success achieved
by a private firm, the Postal Service would
always be a permanent pillar of the State’s
public services, the fear and the anger
subsided. Sometimes tense but generally
peaceful co-existence has become the
norm. So direction-setting was the service
of TCS that it has become, de facto, a generic name in its sphere. The strong branding through colour, typology, design and
consistency, ultimately obliged the official
Pakistan Post to renovate its own persona.

Leading a historic transition
Khalid Awan participated actively in the
historic transition by playing a lead role
in this drama of creative disruption. His
integrity of values and his core character of
honour enabled him to steer the organization with strength and stability, both through
the testing times of eroding official opposition as well as through the phases in which
big and small risks were taken to innovate,
to market and to deliver new services. In
the present times, when there is a profusion
of courier services, when competition also
offers lower prices, when cost does matter
to many customers, TCS has retained the
advantage that goes to every first entrant
but has also substantially expanded and
diversified its services --- be they the company’s own aircraft, or dozens of tempting
options to send gifts and greetings --- all
the while declining to reduce prices, and
yet keeping and building market-share. Because Khalid Awan is obviously convinced
that the customer is always willing to pay
the price that guarantees quality, speed,
reliability and courtesy.

A global case study
The fact that the saga of TCS has
become a case study in the curriculum of
the Harvard Business School is as much a
testament to the novelty and the distinction of the firm as it is an apt recognition
of Khalid Awan’s extraordinary capabilities.
Few other Pakistani enterprises and few
Pakistani corporate leaders have been similarly honoured. This makes Khalid’s fellow
citizens doubly proud. Though the laudable
success of the firm is specific to its sector,
the principles applied, the process followed,
the strategy evolved and adapted, become
an ample reservoir for study and learning
by those many who pursue MBA degrees
or those who want to achieve progress in
business against big odds.

Saira Awan Malik

of Dera Ismail Khan, on the banks of the
River Indus. The youngest of six, he was
the adored baby of the family, and grew up
surrounded by the love of his brothers and
sisters. These strong sibling relationships have been the bedrock of my
father’s life and, in many ways, influenced the path he took. For example,
his oldest brother Brig Sadiq Awan
was not just a father figure to him, but
also his mentor and later, business
partner.
By the age of 21, having just graduated from the engineering college, my
father landed one of the most glamourous jobs on offer: to fly with PIA as a
flight engineer. Those were exciting,
heady times and Abba travelled the
world with PIA during what was arguably its golden age. He is an aviator
at heart and refers to the moments he
spent in the cockpit as some of the
best in his life. To this day, one can
rarely have a conversation with my
father without coming across one of his
aviation analogies. In the TCS boardroom, we routinely talk about take-offs
and landings, fastening one’s seatbelts,
the view from 30,000 ft., etc.!

I don’t know anyone with a better temperament than Abba. A born optimist, he
faces challenges in a calm, methodical way
with a smile on his face. I have never seen
him speak discourteously to anyone or
raise his voice, even in times of stress. He
is kind and gracious, and I almost feel that
he is generous to a fault. But that is him:
a perfect gentleman with old world values
and grace.
My father is a man of simple tastes.
He is happiest sitting in his garden on a
moonlit night or walking through wooded
Wimbledon Common when he come to
visit me. As a child, my father’s first foray
outside his hometown was to Murree and it
was a magical experience for him. Murree
continues to be the benchmark for all that
is beautiful in the world, and whenever we
need to describe a place of great natural
beauty, we say “Abba, you’ll love it. It’s just
like Murree!”
Just as all his friends are starting to enjoy
their retirement, my father is gearing up to
lead his company into the next phase of its
growth. We continue to be inspired by his
energy and incredible vision, as much as
we always have been by his integrity, humility and courage.

Khalid Awan’s Daughter

M

y father was born shortly after Partition in the relatively prosperous town
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Concern and compassion
Dividing his time between Toronto, Dubai
and Karachi has not segmented Khalid
Awan’s principles or his productivity. He has
made a valuable contribution to the promotion of improved trade and cultural relations
between Canada and Pakistan, between
the UAE and his home country, as one has
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Kimihide Ando
Senior Vice President and Chief Executive,
Mitsubishi Corporation, Pakistan

been fortunate to witness first-hand. His
care and concern for the under-privileged,
his deep devotion to the cause of advancing education in Pakistan, his abiding interest in the country’s welfare and progress
reflect a worthy and distinctive individual.
At a particular time in this writer’s diverse
adventures, several years ago, he quietly
extended crucial support.
His charming wife Saadia is clearly a
major source of inspiration and well-being.
She too invests considerable voluntary
time and effort in multiple aspects of public
benefit. The couple share a keen interest
in art, culture and literature. Their aesthetic,
subtly-toned home in Karachi mirrors el-

Zahid Butt
Ex-PIA Captain

I vividly recall my
first meeting with Khalid Awan in a PIA crew
van enroute to Karachi
Airport, back in December 1974. I was a cadet flight engineer while he was my designated instructor for (the second) training session I was
detailed to undergo on the Boeing 707
flight simulator. On first contact, his warm
handshake and gentle demeanour put me
at ease and rapidly dispelled my newbie
jitters. Little did I know that this was the
beginning of a lifelong friendship?
Subsequently, we chanced to meet
during simulator and flight training. We
discovered much commonality of interests and when Khalid, accompanied by
his gracious wife Saadia and their toddler
Taimur, first visited us, it was a meeting of
kindred souls for both Saadia and my wife
Amna. They clicked immediately and the
rest, as they say, is history.
During the late seventies, Khalid Awan

egance and refined taste. It is a pleasure to
know them both.
Moving mountains?
This writer has not yet tried to use the
Haazir part of the TCS range of services
that bravely promises to deliver almost
anything, anywhere, anytime. One is
strongly tempted to place an order for two
of my favourite animals --- the elephant,
whose sensitivity and memory are believed
to match its size --- as also another equal
favourite --- the hard-working, underappreciated donkey. One has been told by
a dependable source that, on occasions,
in order to keep in direct contact with cus-

stepped forth to serve the flight engineer
community [F.E.N.A] as their elected
President. When martial law was imposed
in Pakistan, turbulent developments constrained him to leave PIA in 1983. We all
went through a few emotionally challenging weeks. He lost his beloved mother
during that critical phase, but he steadfastly defended the principles of justice
and fairplay
I remember his singlehanded crusade
against archaic post office regulations to
bring domestic courier services to Pakistan. He setup TCS as a model business
that has now become a household name
in Pakistan. He fosters its strong, nurturing,
corporate culture that has been studied by
business schools from LUMS to Harvard.
Sterling qualities of head and heart have
enabled Khalid to make the successful
transition from the airline cockpit to the
corporate boardroom. He has brought
about many meaningful changes, but his
personal humility and mild manner remain
unchanged. I pray that he may always stay
blessed!

It is my absolute
honour and privilege
to be acquainted
with Khalid Nawaz
Awan san. We started bumping into
each other at social
gatherings and started to talk. Immediately upon my first
encounter, I started
liking him. This was
before I knew he was Chairman of TCS. He
is behind all success stories of TCS but he
still maintains humility, as if nothing has happened. He does it with a gentle smile on his
face and a sophisticated posture.
We have been visiting each others’ offices for a cup of tea. It has nothing to do
with business. We have no business yet
between TCS and Mitsubishi. I am a strong
believer that business is all about partnership and not about choosing ideal business
models. Business is all about finding the
bluebird, the right partner, with good chemistry, the same value system and having
core-strengths supplementing each other to
achieve something in a win-win scenario.
I have never really asked Khalid Nawaz
Awan san but I strongly believe that we
have a good chemistry and similar value
systems. Now, if we could partner in something that would be super. Even if not, I am
very happy that I have become acquainted
with such a person as him.
tomers, the company’s chief himself, but
anonymously, in disguise so to speak, delivers TCS packs to door-steps. So, one has
a feeling that with Khalid Awan’s admirable
capacities, one just might receive a housecall from Haazir and its CEO in person, with
a large truck at the door-step. One better
start preparing the space for houseguests
of substance. One cannot disappoint a
terrific trio simply fulfilling a solemn promise.
Three loud cheers and more, for the gentle,
barely audible giant.
Javed Jabbar
The writer received the first
Lifetime Achievement Award
from the Pakistan Advertisers’
Society in 2015.
www.javedjabbar.com
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The dolphin that
outsmarts the sharks
By Jamil Janjua

N

othing describes best the KNA
mindset as does the definition of
a ‘contrarian’.
A contrarian mindset is one that
allows a person to create opportunities and succeed where others see
nothing. Enterprising individuals who
see hidden values in situations where
others do not, and use that perception
to develop products and services that
people initially don’t think they want,
and ultimately go on to realize extraordinary value for themselves, their
customers, and society as a whole.
That is a contrarian mindset and
that is Khalid Awan.
My relations with him span over 3
decades. We both started our career
in aviation in the late 60s and as flight
crew colleagues we got to know and
respect each other quite well. Not
knowing then that our paths would
overlap again in the early 80s in an entirely different capacity... after we both
left the airline for personal reasons.
In 1986, three years after TCS was
born
and ably set on a
progressive takeoff trajectory
by Khalid, I was
invited to join him in
building TCS ...which I
am glad I did! Not knowing
that my journey with him in
TCS would extend all the
way into the 21st century.
And what a journey of self-discovery and learning it has been for
me ...from starting at the entry level,
working under a wooden staircase in
the flagship but modest TCS Express
Centre on Shahra-e-Faisal in PECHS
and working up the career ladder to
become the Group CEO within 2 de-
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cades. By this time in 2004, TCS had
grown to become a household word
denoting Trust and had moved into a
huge customized building located at
the Karachi Airport.
My discovery of my latent talents
(as also of many others in TCS) was
ignited and encouraged by Khalid’s
style of managing his people. He is
unique in that way!!!... Unlike most
business owners (seths) he reposes
complete trust in his senior team
members and empowers them fully to
make decisions. Then he stands aside
and gets out of the way. This unique
style is his most remarkable strength
but, to a few, perceived as his weakness ...where the trust he reposed
in people has not been reciprocated
in the same spirit ...but personally, I
believe it is a unique trait because in
a family-owned business this factor of
complete trust in a non-family member is very rare.
Khalid’s own exemplary conduct
and behaviour by way of his humility,
discipline and the values he practices
has been greatly instrumental in the
rapid growth and recognition of TCS
as a brand to be trusted.
The spirit imbibed by him within
TCS, which we call the TCS Spirit,
and his humility is epitomized when
in the mid 90s, at a time when the
organization seemed to have become
complacent and showed hints of
arrogance towards the customer, he
donned the title of HEAD KHADIM
TCS instead of Chairman, to exemplify
to the TCS people that we are here
not to serve ourselves but to serve
the customer. At the time, to re-ignite
the spirit of service of Khadimism... a
one year programme called Operation Self-Renewal, in which I was the
Khadim Communication, was initiated
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to inspire and ignite once again the spirit of
selfless service within the TCS people.
Khalid may not know it but the reason
for TCS successes other than having a
loyal team of dedicated professionals over
the years...is his strategy. A strategy which
reminds me of the strategy of a dolphin. A
metaphor. A dolphin is the longest surviving docile mammal in the sea where it has
learnt to survive despite so many predators
like sharks. Yes! Dolphins can outsmart
a shark. When something isn’t working a
dolphin does something different! That’s a
great lesson for life.
Khalid’s other admirable secret to success is his composure to stay calm in
the face of adversity and challenges that
would otherwise make one buckle. I have
experienced his coolness against all odds
when dealing with the Pakistan Post Office
and its antiquated regulations. The market
conditions over the years were stringent
due to many crises both political and
security-related. The challenges and threats
posed by the many copy-cat competitors
were also formidable.
On the eve of 911, after it had become
so obvious that Pakistan was going to be
in US’s crossfire, I recall his telephone call
from Toronto to discuss how to handle the
business in the aftermath of this horrendous attack. The outcome of that call was
best summed up in a case study on TCS
prepared by the Harvard Business School
and Khalid was identified and portrayed as
one of the more successful entrepreneurs

in South Asia. Most people may not know
it but Khalid has been invited as guest
speaker to this prestigious business school
many a times to share his experiences with
the graduates studying entrepreneurship.
Khalid is a soft and generous person at
heart and a social entrepreneur. The many
social contributions he makes are relatively
unknown and speak highly of his modesty
and his humility. It is impossible for one to
believe that TCS has had from 5000 to over
10,000 people and yet the employees have
not and do not need to form a union to
protect their rights. Such is his care for the
TCS people and in return the level of trust!
I have been one of the most fortunate
amongst his colleagues, as I am what I am
today, because of his trust in me. I have
enjoyed the many miles I have journeyed
with him on the TCS path and wish him
God’s luck and success in his dreams and
aspirations to leave behind a legacy that will
be inspiring future generations of entrepreneurs.
I also hope he stops trusting people at
face value and not be overly impressed with
jargon, buzz words, tall promises and loud
behaviour, because oft times such people
will tend to betray that trust.

Jamil Janjua is the Group CEO
of Octara Private Limited, a
Tranzum Enterprise.

Syed Irtiza Ali Alvi
The first employee of TCS.

I

t was 1968 when I
met a young man,
about my age, who
came across to me as
a real gentleman and a
well brought-up person.
This was Khalid Awan. I
joined him when he later started his own
business – a courier company called TCS.
There were many ups and downs but I
always found Khalid sahib to be ready for
every eventuality.
He has many qualities, like patience,
honesty, empathy and business acumen
and is always steadfast and sticks to his
decisions and commitments. He is also
very polite and upright and does not lose
control even when he is angry. He has
the fear of God deep in his heart. Besides
being a good human being, I am sure he
is also an ideal husband and a devoted
family man. He believes in teamwork and
is always careful about others’ feelings.
Khalid sahib is a true strategist and his
planning skills help him stay well ahead of
the game. He is still young at heart and
wants to do the best but he wants his
children to take up responsibilities and
carry the business forward. He always has
good intentions and expects everyone to
have a similar approach. I have known
him for a long time and that is why I am
saying all this as ‘Dil Ki Baat.’

Looking at the Big Picture
By Feroze Dada

“I

look at you and you have this very
gentle smile on your face, and I have
seen so much adversity that your business
has to go through …….yet you have that
calmness about you,” I said.
Khalid pondered for a while and replied:
“I think the realization that our destiny is
shaped by God in His greater wisdom in
what He feels is best for us, and that we
have far, far more to be grateful to God
then to crib for every little thing that we
encounter. In the bigger scheme of things
when God is kind it also brings an obligation on our part to respond.”

I was interviewing Khalid in London for
TVapex and these were his words that
resonated with me.
To build and run one of the biggest
private businesses in Pakistan, a business
of the size of TCS which has captured 50
percent of the Pakistan domestic courier
market, employing in excess of 12,000
staff, with 1000 offices, and making 170
million parcel deliveries a year; one needs
to have the patience of a saint. As Saint
Augustine once said, “Patience is the companion of wisdom” and it is with those two
qualities that Khalid has built a superb business based on the principles of honesty
and integrity where the customer is central

to its operations.
Khalid was not born with a silver spoon.
He was born at about the same time as
Pakistan was created, in what was then a
small town of Dera Ismail Khan. His father
was a second-generation middle-ranking
civil servant who served in the British tradition of discipline and honour of service.
Clearly this upbringing was to shape the
way Khalid conducted himself both in business and in his private life.
Khalid arrived in Karachi as a qualified
engineer in the sixties and recalls,“This was
a time of hopes, dreams and optimism of
a new country”. The first job hunt began
by way of skilful guidance from his brother
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who suggested that Khalid buy himself
a suit, put all his educational certificates
together in a folder and report at his office.
But instead of giving Khalid a job himself, he
took him in his car and dropped him at the
junction of McLeod Road (now Chundrigar
Road) and West Wharf and said,
“There are many engineering firms here,
just knock on the doors and ask for a job.”
Khalid took his brother’s strategic advice
and after a week or so of rejection, he finally
nailed a job with an engineering firm. This
was to prove to be great training for Khalid
and in the ensuing years of TCS, Khalid was
always prepared to get up and go from his
TCS Chairman’s office to get the job done.
Later, and after a failed attempt at becoming a broadcaster (a story that Khalid does
not much publicise!), he settled in a job with
PIA as a flight engineer. But a few years later
he realized that the modern jet aircraft were
being designed without the need of a flight
engineer so he decided to make a career
change.
His brother, the late Brigadier Sadiq Awan,
who owned the Pakistan franchise of DHL,
the International courier company, offered
him a job in the organization. From that time
onwards, Khalid’s rise in the courier business
was spectacular. First as Managing Director
DHL Pakistan and later as the Chairman,

Pervaiz and Nilofer Saeed
Pervaiz Saeed, former PIA pilot and
Nilofer Saeed, owner of Nicco’s.

K

halid and Sadia are
family and have been
a part of our lives for over
forty years. Khalid and
Pervaiz were colleagues in
PIA and even though Khalid left PIA 30 years ago,
he has a deep connection
with the national flag carrier of Pakistan. There are
many aspects of Khalid’s
personality that I could write about; being
principled, his optimism, business acumen,
discipline, self-deprecating humour, kindness,
being humble. But the one thing that stands
out is his ability to nurture relationships.
Khalid has no ego and does not see age or
social status when he meets people; he is always the first one to say hello and to extend his
hand for a firm handshake. He is the youngest
of 5 siblings and has always loved, respected
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co-founder and then the full owner of the
domestic courier TCS.
TCS was born in 1983 - 35 years ago. A
fledgling organization with meagre working
capital, TCS needed a breakthrough. Khalid
recalls a very interesting opportunity in 1985
when the Banking Council (at that time the 5
major banks were nationalized and were under the Ministry of Finance) invited TCS and
also all the other Pakistani courier companies
to bid for a government courier contract.
At that time, the Pakistan Post Office
manually delivered cheques from any point
between the national 6500 bank branch
network but the problem was that on average it took some three weeks to make that
delivery. The Post Office delivery system
was dysfunctional and consequently created

and looked after his brothers and sisters. As
a result his nieces and nephews dote on him.
Khalid is quite a few years older than Sadia
and after their marriage he took a
paternal interest in her siblings and
supported them emotionally.
Both Sadia’s parents loved him
unconditionally and treated him like
their son. He is a devoted husband
and father and his granddaughters
adore him. Khalid has a romantic
soul and on his 70th birthday he
serenaded Sadia with the song, “A
marriage made in heaven.”
Having been a friend for so many
years, I can vouch for the fact that he is a thorough gentleman and has been a mentor when
I needed it for my business. It’s easy to maintain relationships with those close to your heart
but Khalid regards his staff in his office and his
home like family and has always treated them
as equals by extending respect and kindness.
Even though it’s a cliché but it’s easy to say
that Khalid would belong to the cadre of “A
few good men.”

a huge inefficiency in the banking system
and was not conducive to the way in which
business was conducted. The Ministry of
Finance wanted to reduce the delivery time
substantially by privatizing this service.
This was a big ask and the Ministry invited
all the courier companies in Pakistan to bid
for this contract.
At the first high level meeting where all the
banks were represented, the government
tender terms were disclosed. The government was asking for a delivery time of 72
hours (reduced from 3 weeks), a meagre Rs.
8 per delivery (the same as they were paying
the Post Office) and one week to come up
with the proposal. One could say that, in
courier terms, it was a Mission Impossible!
To cut a long story short, after the expiry
of the week, the committee reconvened
to consider the tenders, or shall I say one
tender - the other courier companies had
scuppered - there was only one offer on the
table - TCS.
This was a make or break contract and
Khalid and his team made this into an
outstanding success and a turning point in
TCS. From that point onwards, Khalid and
his team’s ability to always look at the big
picture and take up the biggest challenges
has propelled TCS into one of the most
successful international private businesses
of Pakistan.
Feroze Dada FCA, CTA, is
a London-based chartered
accountant. He is the founder
trustee of The Inle Trust Charity
and a non-executive Director
of TCS Pvt. Holdings Ltd.
He is also the author of
“Children of the Revolution”. He is a guest
interviewer with TVapex London and has
recently produced the TV series “Discovering
Humanity” and “Our One World”.
www.inletrust.org.uk
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KNA

A Human at Heart
By Adil Ahmad

K

halid Nawaz Awan, or KNA to those
who work for him, is a soft-spoken,
God-fearing man with a large heart. Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow’s ‘The Village
Blacksmith’ has comprised KNA’s favourite
exhortation through life.
“His brow is wet with honest sweat,
He earns whate’er he can, And looks the
whole world in the face, For he owes not
any man.”
KNA is an extremely ethical man who
has built TCS through organic growth
and he doesn’t have to work at it, though
his unwillingness to bend has sometimes
caused problems and created impediments. But that is just the way he is. He
is a very brave man and beneath that
exceedingly polite demeanour there is a
steely and unshakable resolve to embrace
hard work and shun easy money.
KNA could have had a nice and cushy
job in PIA’s management, but he resigned
on a matter of principle. The DHL opportunity presented itself while KNA was still
on LPR (leave prior to retirement) from PIA

Babar Ayaz
Chairman, Mediators and journalist

It was perhaps more
than 30 years ago that I
met the soft-spoken and
very cultured Khalid Awan.
He was helping his elder
brother Brigadier Sadiq
Awan in setting up DHL in
Pakistan. That was the first courier service
in the country.
Like all first initiatives, it faced opposition from the monopoly of the public sector postal office. Khalid wanted me to write
about the need for quick and reliable transportation of sensitive official documents.
He took me to the guesthouse where DHL’s

and he got straight back to work. It was
a completely new line of work of which

international experts, who had come to set
up the systems, were staying. They gave
me an in-depth briefing on how courier systems work parallel to official postal systems
in the world and how their clients can trace
the movement of their documents. This
was just the beginning.
Later on, Khalid would establish a local
courier service – TCS – and continue to
climb on the success ladder. This was his
own initiative, independent of his brother.
Though it started as a local courier service,
it soon expanded its outreach internationally.
What I like about Khalid is that success
has not gone to his head. He’s still the
same polite person with an unassuming
demeanour.

he knew nothing. But KNA understands
people and is an instinctive entrepreneur
who has taught himself on the job to
understand financial statements and all
the other subtleties of the express logistics
business.
There is a competent team at the helm
of affairs at TCS, with KNA’s daughter
Saira the most recent induction. She is
a formidable global executive who has
assumed hands-on the reins of Vice Chairman, returning to the ‘local’ after earning
with distinction her stripes in the ‘global’
arena. Freed from the strictures of micromanaging the enterprise, KNA is out and
about engaging with national and multinational gatherings on a variety of levels that
address the macro manifestations of our
operating environment.
Through thick and thin, through better
and through worse, KNA’s wife, Sadia
Awan is that proverbial woman one finds
behind every great man and, in the annals
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of Pakistan’s entrepreneurial history, KNA
has earned that accolade. Sadia’s faith
in her man has been explicit and she has
backed him to the hilt. He has listened to
her words of caution when the bravado
of the entrepreneur may have carried him
away.
KNA has relied on Sadia’s bedrock support and she has anchored his transition
from well-oiled, secure and familiar waters,
or skies in his case, to taking the plunge
into uncharted territory with nary a compass or life support.
Together they have brought into this
world and raised four children, all now
grown-ups and prospering, Ma’shallah.
While child number one, Taimur, is the
philosopher in the family, child number 2,
Saira, is a high-achieving global citizen

Shabbir Mohajir
DIrector, Client Service,
MNJ Communications

It was way back in
1970 when I first met
Khalid sahib through a
family friend, Capt. Allah Nawaz Khan (late),
a PIA pilot. At that time
both the gentlemen were young flight engineers working for PIA.
Being bachelors, Khalid sahib and Capt.
Allah Nawaz Khan were sharing a portion
of a house in the Nursery area of PECHS.
And I was regular a visitor to their house,
more so because of Uncle Allah Nawaz as
we all used to call him. It was during this
period that I had started interacting with
Khalid sahib and it continues. The relationship is spread over almost 50 years now
and things have come a long way. If I recall
correctly, it was in the early ‘80s when Khalid Awan quit PIA and teamed up with his
elder brother, Brig. Sadiq Awan (late), and
launched DHL in Pakistan. A few years later,
he established TCS as a domestic courier
company.
Khalid sahib, as I know him, is a very polite and a soft-spoken and thorough gentleman. He enjoys a reputation par excellence.
He is a person who is always open to sharing new ideas and strongly believes in total
teamwork. His professional competence is
absolutely unquestionable and has been
demonstrated very vividly time and again.
He truly is a corporate leader.
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If there is one person
who singly represents
Pakistan’s courier and
logistics sector, it is Khalid Awan. A through and
through
professional,
Khalid has learnt the
ropes on the job and today heads a company – TCS – that has as much as fifty percent
market share. I had the honour of working
with Khalid in the early days when TCS had
just started – back in the 80s. There was
no courier industry in Pakistan before that
so it was a green pasture for all of us – and
a great learning experience. It was not before long that our office in a lane on Sharea

Faisal became a symbol of the courier and
logistics business in the country. Before that,
some of the market was held by DHL but
that was an expensive proposition for customers. TCS offered courier services at an
economical rate and that was perhaps its
winning stroke. The postal services were
also pretty unreliable and TCS filled a wide
gap. Khalid Awan, besides learning the business himself, formed a team of committed
professionals who won for the local courier
business a level of trust and respect. It is
good to see Khalid Awan prospering in his
chosen field and it is really encouraging that
his next generation is slowly taking over important responsibilities in the company and
expanding it into new directions. I sincerely
wish Khalid Awan and his team great success as they move ahead.

who, having made a home for her husband
and two children, is now taking an active
role in the family business. Qasim, child
number three, is fully integrated in the
family business as well, with a focus on
e-commerce and the dynamics of supply

and industry oiled and greased through all
the ups and downs, whether through Zia’s
Afghan Jihad of the 1980s, or the Decade
of Democracy in the 1990s, or the search
for the moderate face of Islam after the
turn of the century under Musharraf, not to

Qamar Zaidi
CEO, Dynamic Logistics International

KNA understands people and is an instinctive
entrepreneur who has taught himself on the
job to understand financial statements and all
the other subtleties of the express logistics
business.
chain. TCS is their fourth child and, looking
back, they say they are proud of the way
their fourth child has turned out and they
have great expectations from TCS in the
future.
It was in 2003 that I signed a contract
with TCS to write about its incredible
existence in the rough and tumble of a
cloak-and-dagger high octane Pakistan.
Over the last fifteen years or so, I have
interviewed at length the main protagonist, KNA, and mixed it in with his troops
at close quarters, and then retreated to a
distance to dispassionately chew the cud.
Between 1983 and the present, Pakistan has been through some hairy-scary
times and TCS, through its nationwide
network of express centres and couriers,
has kept the wheels of trade, commerce

mention the war on terror.
The cut and thrust of the last four decades has made for a priceless maturing
of KNA and he appears greatly enhanced
and fortified in his corporate warrior
capacity. The din of dysfunction and upheaval in his operating environment sways
him not one little bit and, instead serves to
redouble his efforts with greater clarity and
focus. This augers well for the Pakistani
nation that has come to recognize TCS as
a vital accelerator in its search for economic recovery.

Adil Ahmad is currently a
corporate communications
consultant and writer.
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PTCL Honours Hajis
P

akistan Telecommunication Company Limited (PTCL) hosted a reception at the PTCL
Academy in Islamabad to honour its employees who performed Haj sponsored by the
company.
The event was attended by senior officials, along with Syed Mazhar Hussain, Chief Human Resource Officer, PTCL. He said, “PTCL Hajj Scheme is a step in the right direction
to provide its employees with this golden opportunity to perform Hajj and undertake this
sacred journey on company’s expense.”

National
Bhabi
W

asim Akram is the swing of Sultan
and his Austrlian wife Shaneira is
Pakistan’s national bhabi. The family was in
Sri Lanka for vacations and they had a lot of
fun. Wasim enjoyed his time off from work
with his boys and little princess.

Parchi Premiers
in KSA

S

Sonya’s Big Project
S

onya Hussyn will be with Sami Khan in the film ‘Lufangay’. It is being produced by
Friday Film Studios. The duo was also seen together in the cyber-bullying drama ‘Aisi
Hai Tanhai’.
According to Sonia, she and the producers have been discussing the project for long but
she has yet to officially sign the film. Sami Khan has declined to comment on the film.
If she does sign ‘Lufangay’, it will be Sonya’s third film after ‘Moor’ and ‘Azaadi’.

audia Arabia is going through a major
cultural revolution where
cinemas are alive again.
The Pakistani film Parchi
has also been released
in KSA and won appreciation. Then came
Parwaaz Hai Junoon
and Hamza Ali Abbasi and Hania Amir from
the cast attended the premiere.

Chohan Pays Tribute to Sipahi Maqbool Hussain

L

ahore’s Alhamra Hall featured a stage play on the life story and patriotism of Pakistani soldier Maqbool Hussain. The play was organised
by the Lahore Arts Council under special instructions from Punjab’s
Information and Culture Minister, Fayyazul Hasan Chohan.
Writer Asghar Nadeem Syed wrote the script while Rashad Mahmood
played Maqbool Hussain. The story is a great example of bravery. On
this occasion, Fayyazul Hasan Chohan paid rich tributes to the bravery
of Sipahi Maqbool Hussain.
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Pakistani PR Professional Honoured in UK
A

amir Abbasi is a PR professional from
Pakistan. He has become the first
Pakistani to attain the prestigious Chartered
PR Practitioner status from the Chartered
Institute of Public Relations (CIPR), UK. He
was among the 17 PR professionals who
were declared successful after a hectic
Assessment Day carried out at CIPR head
office in London. The assessment - led
by Ben Verinder Found.Chart.PR, FCIPR
Dip CIPR - examined candidates in Ethics,
Strategy and Leadership.
The PR and communications industry in
the UK has grown to around 85,000 employees. The current batch of PR chartered
professionals takes the total number of
Chartered Practitioners to 255.

Speaking on this occasion, Sarah Hall
Chart.PR, FCIPR, CIPR, President said,
“Employers and clients who take their
reputation seriously want to work with trustworthy professionals who can protect and
enhance their organization. The Chartered
status is an assurance that you operate at
the very highest professional and ethical standards. Congratulations to each of
today’s successful candidates - you are a
credit to yourselves and our profession.”
About the Chartered Institute of Public Relations (CIPR)
Founded in 1948, the Chartered Institute
of Public Relations (CIPR) is the Royal Chartered professional body for public relations
practitioners in the UK and overseas. The

Jaffer Business
Systems Offers
VAS Program

Karan Arjun Back

J

affer Business Systems (JBS), one of
the leading IT companies in Pakistan,
is offering innovative Value Added
Services (VAS) aimed at providing customers something
more than they pay for. The
VAS programme is an embodiment of JBS values and
corporate philosophy.
The Director and CEO
of Jaffer Business Systems,
Veqar ul Islam, who is a keen believer
in providing added value to every product
and service the company offers, says: “The
customers are always the first priority of any
business; therefore, in pursuit of becoming
the most appreciated IT firm in Pakistan, we
aim to offer something which gives us an
edge over others.
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S

alman Khan and Shahrukh Khan are
in talks to star together in Sanjay
Leela Bhansali’s latest project. They will be
reuniting on screen for a two-hero film that
will be directed by Bhansali. A family drama
about friends-turned-foes, the film will
be along the lines of the Dilip Kumar-Raj
Kumar starrer Saudagar (1991).
The actors have been keen on doing a
film with Bhansali and this seemed to be the
perfect opportunity. They have agreed to it
in principle but Bhansali might take as long
as nine months to complete the final
draft.

CIPR is the largest membership organization for PR practitioners outside North
America. By size of turnover and number
of individually registered members, it is
the leading representative body for the PR
profession and industry in Europe.
The CIPR advances professionalism in
public relations by making its members accountable to their employers and the public through a code of conduct and searchable public register, setting standards
through training, qualifications, awards and
the production of best practice and skills
guidance, facilitating Continuing Professional Development (CPD) and awarding
Chartered Public Relations Practitioner
status (Chart.PR).

Helping the
Syrians
A

rmeena Khan may
have other claims to
fame but she was in Jordan
recently, helping the refugees
from Syria with donations.
She worked with the international charity Human
Relief Foundation to
collect the donations .
The Janaan star
has also revealed that
she got the inspiration
to do charitable work
from her mom who has
always motivated
her to help those in
need.

News Buzz

Best University

Fruit for All

T

he NBP second committee meeting for its Green Pakistan Tree Plantation Drive was
held at the Governor’s House in Peshawar. It was chaired by Shah Farman, Governor of Khyber Pakhtun Khawa, in the presence of Shaukat Mehmood, Group Head,
Service Quality Group at the NBP head office in Karachi.
Saima Rahim RH (KP), Finance Minister Taimour Jhagra, Forest Minister Ishtiaq Urmar,
Agriculture Minister Mohibullah, Secretary Agriculture Israr Ullah and others attended.
In the first phase, NBP will plant fruit trees at Regi Model Town, DHA, Hayatabad and
on highways. Later, the drive will be extended to other areas of KP.
The governor named the drive “Fruit for All” at the provincial level. He assured full
cooperation of the government for the success of the Tree Plantation Drive and advised
all technical teams to fully cooperate with the NBP.

S

audi Arabia’s King Fahd University
of Petroleum and Minerals has been
named as the top university in the Arab
world. According to the 2019 World University Rankings in the Arab region, the Saudi
university replaces Lebanon’s American
University of Beirut, which has slipped to
second place.

Flying Bikes

Royal Gesture

T

he Meghan Markle and Prince Harry royal wedding was a day to remember for all
members of the family.
In a BBC documentary Prince Harry has praised his father Prince Charles for stepping
in and walking Meghan Markle down the aisle on their wedding day in a last-minute
switch. This happened when Meghan’s dad, Thomas Markle, pulled out of doing the
honours after suffering an apparent heart attack. He did not attend the wedding.
Prince Charles immediately accepted when he was asked to do the honours, according to Prince Harry. Camilla, the Duchess of Cornwall, mentioned in the documentary that she thought that moment “was very touching” and “a lovely gesture.” Prince
Charles also gave Meghan a diamond tennis bracelet as a wedding gift.

Shaan Stoned
A

n unruly audience pelted stones at singer Shaan during a
concert in Guwahati. They were objecting to his singing in
Bengali. Guwahati is located in Assam where the local languages are Assamese and Bodo though Bengali is also spoken
in some areas.
“India is one and we should not hold qualms against
any language,” Shaan said later.

D

ubai Police has reportedly started training its officers on flying motorbikes.
The electric vertical take-off and landing
(eVTOL) vehicle is reportedly being tested
by officers with an aim to put them into action by 2020.
It is said that the Dubai Police has exclusive rights to order as many units as they
want.
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Asim Azhar’s
Fan Moment

O

n Shahrukh Khan’s birthday, Pakistani
singer Asim Azhar tweeted him and
asked him where he wished him to sing for
him. He wanted to see Shahrukh lip-syncing to his song.

Top Pakistani Chef on
Ellen’s Show
F

atima Ali is a chef based in New York. At 29, she is the first Pakistani to win the culinary
show Chopped. She got her certification from the Culinary Institute of America and has
worked at many big restaurants. She was a contestant on the Top Chef show. Tragedy hit
when she was diagnosed with Ewing Sarcoma which is a bone cancer. She fought and
defeated it in July. The cancer, however, relapsed and was declared terminal by the doctors.
It seems Fatima just has one year left of her life. But instead of retreating and crying, she
has decided that she will make the best of her time and will be fulfilling all her wishes. Her
story also caught the attention of TV show host Ellen DeGeneres. She invited Fatima to her
show and also gifted her 50,000 dollars so she can fulfill her wishes of dining at the best
restaurants in the world and travelling.

The tweet became a huge fan
moment for Asim
when Shahrukh
replied to him.
Asim definitely was
grateful at this. He
said that it would
be a dream come
true for him if he
ever got a chance
to sing for the
superstar.

Qavi in Hollywood
A

ctor Qavi Khan will be featuring in
the Hollywood film Forbidden Steps.
He plays the role of Baba, a Pakistani
man who travels to America to meet his
son and granddaughter who have settled
there. Son Majeed is a police officer who
wants to bridge the generational gap
between his father and daughter, who is a
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ballerina.
Qavi loved the
professionalism
and punctuality
of film-making in
Hollywood. He
appreciated the
fact that the entire
team worked as
a unit and wished
that people in
Pakistan would
also focus on
quality rather than quantity. “Here we care
about quantity so we’re all overworked
and not really motivated. They were so
welcoming,” he said.
Khan was discovered after his short film
Nanu Aur Main had a number of showings
at international festivals. He said that he

was surprised to get a call from a woman
who wanted to meet him for work. “When
we talked she revealed she was from
Hollywood. She told me about the script
and I was interested, although it did take
a month to finalize everything.” The actor
calls the film a beautiful family story in
which he plays a special character.

News Buzz

‘Alif Noon’ Film

Game of Thrones
Prequel Named

T

he PTV classic TV series Alif-Noon is
now being adapted into a film. The TV
series featured Kamal Ahmed Rizvi as the
smart and cunning Allan and Rafi Khawar as
the innocent Nanha. Broadcast many times
after its original run, the show was a black

A

fter the huge success of Game of Thrones, which is still set to release its finale next
year, George Martin is gearing up for the prequel. The title will be The Long Night. The
prequel adds Naomi Watts to the cast.
The Long Night will tell the story of how the world fell into darkness from the prosperous
Age of Heroes. Screenwriter Jane Goldman is spearheading the prequel which is set thousands of years before the events in Game of Thrones unfolded. She’ll be working closely
with Martin.
Watts will be doing the role of a charismatic socialite hiding a dark secret in the series
which is set to go on the floors early next year. Her character will resemble Lena Headey’s
Cersei Lannister. Josh Whitehouse has also joined the cast and will be playing a major role
in the series.
HBO currently has five other Game of Thrones related projects with Martin, including The
Long Night, which is expected to premiere in 2020.

World’s Tallest Statue
T

he statue of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, known as the
Statue of Unity, stands at nearly 600’ feet - almost
twice as high as the Statue of Liberty. It was created from
a sky-high budget of about $400 million. The statue tops
what used to be the world’s tallest artistic testament the Spring Temple of Buddha located in China, which is
roughly 177 feet shorter.
Often hailed as the Iron Man of India and the country’s
first deputy prime minister, Patel is recognized more for
his work after independence. The geographical shape of
India on the world map is largely a result of Patel’s work.
The statue took two years to build with 1,700 tons
of bronze and 25,000 tons of steel. It has already been
targeted by protesters for damaging the environmental
landscape and taking away property from people living
there.

and white presentation. The film will be in
colour. Shahzad Roy is playing Allan while
Faisal Qureshi will appear as Nanha.

Nestlé
Pakistan’s
Third Quarter
Earnings

N

estlé Pakistan
recorded an
increase in revenue
of 1.8% for the nine
months ended September 30, 2018 despite
increasingly difficult economic conditions
and competitive pressures. The total
revenue of the company increased by PKR
1.7 billion and stood at PKR 94.1 billion.
The company reported a profit after tax of
PKR 8.6 billion for the nine months ended
on September 30, 2018, lower by 23.9%
compared to the corresponding period of
last year. The decline in profit was the result
of higher input and energy costs due to
forex devaluation and increase in the prices
of commodities.
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Empowering
Fragrance
F

ashion designer Maria. B has revealed the face
of Maria. B fragrances with the beautiful, Iqra
Aziz. The perfume is called ‘Soul’. It is aesthetically
pleasing and the empowering, crisp Urdu poetry is
what has grabbed everyone’s attention.
The phenomenal poetic lines have surely given
that perfect oomph to the Maria. B fragrances
commercial ad and emphasized a woman’s
strength and how she imagines things beyond her
beliefs. She’s strong and invincible and can conquer the world with her powerful thoughts.

Backstreet Boys Back
T

he Backstreet Boys announced
they will be embarking on a
world tour in support of their tenth
studio album, DNA. The album
includes songs written by Stuart
Crichton, Andy Grammer, Lauv and
Mike Sabbath. The DNA tour will
be the boy band’s biggest arena
tour in 18 years – and Nick Carter,
Howie Dorough, Brian Littrell, A.
J. McLean and Kevin Richardson
can’t wait.

Best Short Film

H

ammad Rizvi has won the best director award at the NBC Universal Short Film Festival for his project ‘Rani’. The film revolves around a transgender woman who looks
after an abandoned child.
Kami Sid features as Rani. Kami is a known social activist and transgender. The male
actor is Maaz Khan.
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Tanushree
Recalls
F

ormer
Miss
India and actress
Tanushree Dutta,
who appeared in
‘Aashiq Banaya
Aapne’, recalls
sexual harassment
at the hands of a
well-known actor and
says no one supported her.
Instead of people
trying to shame
the actor, she was
hounded out of the
industry. Tanushree
says she hasn’t been
given justice despite
speaking out clearly
against sexual harassment.

News Buzz

VR Helping Children
T

ech firms in Brazil use virtual reality
to help children cope with the fear
of medical treatment. The VR Vaccine
project is designed to help children feel
better about otherwise petrifying medical
procedures. The children are provided a
VR headset and a 3D animated adventure
story, where armoured heroes fight bad

guys. The medical procedure is synchronised with the story. The nurse can view
the story on a separate screen and administer the injection accordingly.
This project was initiated by the pharmacy chain Hermes Pardini and its vaccination campaigns and they collaborated
with design studios VZLAB and Lobo. The

Abishek in a
Web Series
A

bhishek Bachchan has had a rollercoaster run in the film industry. His characters
in films like Guru, Bunty Aur Babli and Yuva
have been appreciated. His latest release
Manmarziyaan got mixed reviews. The actor
now wants to explore more in storytelling and
has decided to step into the world of web. His
coming show is reportedly called Breathe.
Other Indian actors who have tried their
hand at web are Saif Ali Khan, Radhika Apte
and Nawazuddin Siddiqui.

captivating story-telling alleviated fears
and ensured that the child’s muscles were
relaxed. Since positive results were observed, the method was applied to all 80
pharmacies. VR has the potential to help
with a range of other medical scenarios.

Sanam Saeed
Fashion Model

S

anam Saeed gave modeling a try before she graduated into an actor. Her
dusky complexion makes her look exotic.
Apart from her TV and film roles, Sanam
has become a brand ambassador for Meher Jaffri’s clothing brand called Jack.

Danyal and Momina
B

eautiful Momina Mustehsan and
Danyal Zafar (Ali Zafar’s brother) are
into rumours about getting being involved
in a relationship. They were seen arriving
together at the Coke Studio launch event.
However, Danyal, when asked, simply said
there was no truth in the rumours and they
were just friends.
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Dialogue

‘ABC is one of the largest
investor groups in Pakistan.’
Jamal Mir, Chairman/President, Executive Committee, American Business
Council (ABC), talks to Slogan in this exclusive interview.
What value will you add to the ABC Executive Committee as its new
Chairman/President?
The American Business Council or ABC was formed in 1984. The council is
viewed as an important platform to enhance economic ties between Pakistan and
America. In today’s world the political situation has created a perception about
Pakistan being unstable which impacts the economic activity in the country. I
bring with me my personal experience of over 30 years of advertising and an
American affiliation - and my company has, for over 5 decades, successfully built
images of local and international brands. I have the advantage of working with
multinational and national businesses therefore I have a unique understanding
of image building and the challenges companies face due to the dynamics of
trade policies, tax reforms, government policies, etc. and its negative impact
in creating an investor-friendly environment. An insight into how to change or
challenge perceptions and finding solutions is critical for the economic growth
of the country. The Presidents of the ABC in the past have played a critical role
in bridging these gaps and I hope to take it further by adding more value to our
goals.
Have Pakistan’s economic problems affected the functionality of your
members as well?
Yes, part of the environment has an impact on us. Economic growth requires
a conducive and enabling environment where the foreign investment is increased
and the stakeholders’ interest is promoted and protected.
The ABC actively engages with policy-makers, government bodies and relevant
ministries on pertinent issues, including tax reforms, trade policies, free trade
agreements and protection of intellectual property rights. We continue to have a
dialogue and interact with the Government, at different levels, to ensure our inputs
and recommendations are considered while formulating relevant policies.
The ABC has interacted with the US consulate and the USPBC to identify
areas of investment and collaborated in hosting investment conferences and
roundtable discussions in the past to identify investment opportunities and learn
from global best practices which are very important to businesses.
Have your members been influenced by the fluctuating relations between
America and Pakistan?
Yes, political situations do impact economic activity. Lack of consistency in
policy-making disrupts commitments. The MNCs are hesitant to make long-term
investment plans in an environment where there are security risks and a lack of at
least 5 years of consistent policy-making. Generally, investments are made with
a long-term view, based on capital investment, human resource development,
etc. American companies have invested in our economy for decades but these
political situations do pose serious challenges in attracting new investments and
sustaining existing ones.
We at ABC, acknowledge these challenges and exchange views through
dialogue and discussions with our counterparts in businesses and government
both in America and Pakistan to keep finding a way forward.
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One of your main missions is to protect the
interests of US investors in Pakistan. Have
you ever faced any obstacles in this regard?
There are challenges as I mentioned earlier
and ABC’s role is precisely to overcome those.
For example, in the past there have been issues
with the pharmaceutical industry, the IT industry,
the taxation policy and the bureaucracy, but
when the ABC raised these issues with the
concerned government officials and the key
people, we saw solutions coming through which
facilitated the multinationals and expanded their
operational basis.
ABC is one of the largest investor groups in
Pakistan, representing sixty-four multinationals
and most of them are listed as Fortune 500
companies. ABC members have cumulative
revenues of over US $ 4.0 billion. Our
members contribute a large amount to the
national exchequer every year through direct
and indirect taxes. Last year they contributed
Rs.135 billion. We have members from different
companies like Pepsi, Coke, P&G, Citibank,
Colgate, McDonalds, Mondelez and many
others. These companies have existed in the
market for over three decades and have an
extensive understanding of the local market.
They have over the years also introduced a
corporate social responsibility (CSR) approach
that contributes to sustainable development by
delivering economic, social and environmental
benefits for all stakeholders.
Like any other investment, the stakes of
the American companies in the economy of
Pakistan need to be safeguarded.
How have your affiliate organisations,
both in the US and Pakistan, helped you in
achieving your objectives?
The American Business Council (ABC)
and US-Pakistan Business Council (USPBC)
manages an investors program for Pakistan.
They also promote investment in Pakistan
through investment conferences held on regular
basis. These investment conferences serve
as a viable platform in dispelling the media
perception of Pakistan which reports and views
it as negative, thus reinforcing stereotypes.
The ABC and USPBC have facilitated
meetings with American counterparts and
government representatives. Our affiliate
organisations have assisted in meetings with
government representatives up to the Prime
Minister level, who have given us time and met
with the local investors.
What fresh recommendations would you like
to make to Pakistan’s economic managers?
Recommendations and inputs is an on-

going process. We have members who are
experts in their areas of business and have a
comprehensive understanding of the economy
and its issues. Based on their experiences, they
make recommendations for feasible solutions.
We have sub-committees on different issues
like:
Finance and Taxation
Industry and Trade
*IPR, Legal and Government Relations
Media, PR, Programs and CSR.
Recently our finance and taxation committee
has given a paper to the government making
recommendations which they will take up
with the government through dialogue and
discussions to ensure that the policies are in the
best interest of the nation.
The council members, however, consistently
focus on issues of good governance, trade
policies and transparency to ensure a robust
economy.
What would you like to highlight about ABC?
The ABC is an effective channel for dialogue
with the Government of Pakistan. Regular
suggestions and inputs for improvement
are provided to the relevant bodies like the
ministries, regulatory and tax authorities, etc.,
throughout the year. The focus of the Executive
Committee is to ensure that the ABC’s
suggestions are incorporated in the annual
Federal Budget and Trade Policy. The Council
also facilitates direct interaction with the Federal
and Provincial governments through its guest
speakers’ program, seminars and events, all
of which are aimed at sustaining an ongoing
dialogue.
The members of the council work to raise
the profile of the ABC so as to ensure it is seen
not only as a progressive body but also results
in the greater participation and engagement
of members. ABC plays an active role and
engages with government bodies, including the
FBR, BoI and relevant government ministries to
lobby on taxation issues affecting ABC member
companies. The ABC raises the issues to find
solutions for the power sector and lack of
security due to the political environment.
It recognises the contribution of ABC
members towards their commitment to
continuously upgrade processes, systems,
products and services and create value for their
employees, existing and potential customers
and the local communities they operate in.
The ABC is affiliated with the Federation of
Pakistan Chambers of Commerce & Industry
(FPCCI) and is a member of the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce (USCC), Washington D.C., and
Asia-Pacific Council of American Chambers

of Commerce (APCAC). ABC also has a close
working relationship with the U.S.-Pakistan
Business Council, Washington, which is a
component of the USCC.
Here I would also like to acknowledge the
critical support extended by the US Consulate,
Karachi to the ABC, The US Consulate,
Karachi is represented on the ABC’s Executive
Committee Board as a honorary member.
Their representation on the ExCom is pivotal in
making the relationship dynamic and beneficial
for both and simultaneously strengthening the
ABC as an independent body. The current US
Consul General in Karachi, Ms. JoAnne Wagner
is a seasoned diplomat and a good listener who
tries to understand the ground realities. She has
an admirable capacity to overcome challenges
by finding workable solutions. Her relentless
support as a honorary member on the board
facilitates ABC in achieving its goals.
How do you feel the two countries can
explore each other?
I personally think that in today’s increasingly
globalised world, the process of interaction
and integration between people, companies
and governments worldwide has grown due to
advances in international trade, communication,
exchange of ideas and culture. Globalization
is primarily an economic process of interaction
and integration that’s associated with social and
cultural aspects.
While globalization brings with it a few
negative impacts in terms of world politics,
initiatives like the ABC play a critical role in
promoting the positive impact through the
economic process in bringing the world
communities closer through entertainment,
sports, media (especially social media) and of
course food, something very vital in South Asian
culture.
In today’s world, it’s relatively easy to
plan persuasive communication designed
to influence public opinion and challenge
stereotypes due to the widespread use of social
media. Therefore a better understanding of
ground realities is critical and through economic,
social and cultural interactions, with a clear
vision in mind. The people-to-people connect
and people’s perspectives of on-ground realities
needs to be taken into account. The challenges
Pakistan faces in terms of its political and social
image, through years of media stereotyping,
needs to be addressed by acknowledging
weaknesses and building on strengths.
Platforms like the ABC provide the window of
opportunity in doing so. The economic growth
of a country is interlinked with the well-being
and development of a dynamic nation.
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Star-Struck

By Syeda Areeba Rasheed

Iman
Ali

T

he showbiz sector in Pakistan is booming
or so it seems. In any event, the credit
must go to the actors, directors, writers and
many others. One actress who has really
made her name in the industry is Iman Ali.
She is one of the most sought-after persons
in Pakistani showbiz. This is probably the
reason why she was approached when Saba
Qamar dropped out of the serial ‘Badshah
Begum’. Iman is said to be still in talks for the

for All Reasons
project and is reading the script. Producer Rafay Rashidi even announced on a radio show
on FM99 that Saba Qamar was no more a
part of ‘Badshah Begum’ because of her busy
schedule. Good for Iman Ali. This is her big
chance to prove that she is the girl for every
screen - small or large.
Born in Lahore in 1980, she is the
daughter of TV actor Abid Ali and his
wife, the well-known singer Humaira Ali
(Abid’s first wife). Iman has excelled in
the world of fashion because of her
exceptional looks and perfect fashionmodel figure. She came to the ramp
when photographer Shahzad
Raza discovered her. It is said
that her father was against Iman
pursuing a career in modelling
but she continued with her
passion. No wonder,
she is wanted by
fashion designers
both in Pakistan
and India. Indian
designers such as
Tarun Tahiljani, Uneet
Varma, JJ Valayaa, Manish Malhotra and Rina
Dhakah simply adore it
when Iman models for
them.
Her start was as Anarkali,
in a seven-minute music
video called ‘Ishq Mohabbat
Apna Pan’ which was produced by Shoaib Mansoor, the
talented television and film director. The song became an instant
hit. She went on to appear in
many TV series, such as
Dil Dekay Jaien Gey,
Kismat, Arman,

Pehla Pyar, Woh Tees Din, Kuch Log Rooth
Kar Bhi, Saiban Sheeshay Ka and Chal Parha.
She co-hosted the Lux Style Awards in 2005
and received an award for Best Dressed
Celebrity in 2006.
The actress landed in Pakistan’s film industry
in 2007 with ‘Khuda Kay Liye’, a critically acclaimed and award-winning film, directed by
Shoaib Mansoor. She did the role of Maryam.
The role was quite challenging and she got
the Best Actress award for it. Shoaib Mansoor
again featured her in 2011 in ‘Bol’. The film was
also officially released in India and Iman Ali stole
millions of hearts for her performance. In 2016,
she did her third film ‘Mah-e-Mir’ directed by
Anjum Shahzad. When asked why she agreed
to do a rather small role, she very honestly replied that she would do anything for her friends.
For an actress as artistic and versatile as
Iman, it becomes a bit difficult to understand
why over such a long time she has done only
three films. If rumours are to be believed, then
after gaining success in the Pakistani film
industry, she went to India to try her luck in
Indian films. She was even linked to Imtiaz Ali,
the Indian film director and some people even
said that Imtiaz broke his marriage because of
Iman. Before the release of the film ‘Rockstar’,
Iman and Imtiaz went to Nizamuddin Dargah
in Delhi where they spent time together. It was
said that Imtiaz Ali was the door through which
Iman intended to get into Indian films.
However, the truth came out in 2012, when
she described all those rumours as baseless
in an interview about her life and career. She
said that she had gone to India for treatment
of Multiple Sclerosis (MS), a disease that can
affect the brain, spinal cord and optic nerves.
Iman has been vocal since then about her disease as she believes that people in Pakistan
don’t really know what MS is. Her courage in
dealing with the disease is truly commendable
and the way she has spoken about it without
caring for her celebrity status is quite inspirational. She even motivated Nadia Khan to do a
show on it.
Perhaps that is why Iman does very selective work. She refused seven films in 2016 as
she did not want to play the love interest in
a hero-centric film. She would rather be the
centre of the film herself. She is still waiting for
a good script but is busy doing endorsements
and music videos. Her ads include Luscious
Cosmetics, Stoneage and Gul Ahmed Lawns.
She is also said to be thinking about writing
something, things like scripts or even a novel.
One day Iman Ali will find a role that best
suits her.
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MAP offers vast
networking
opportunities
Asif Ikram, President of Management Association of Pakistan (MAP), is also the
President of SICPA Inks Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd. He is a management expert with years of
experience as a leading professional. Here he talks to Slogan in an exclusive interview.

Please tell us a little about the activities
of the Management Association of
Pakistan.
MAP is a professional Association, a
not-for-profit and a non-political organization. The Association has an elected board
of directors, i.e. the Executive Committee,
comprising corporate leaders from Pakistan’s top companies. Since its inception
in 1964, MAP has dedicated its efforts
towards achieving a new high in professionalism and facilitating managers with
best management practices. The primary
objective before the Association has always
been to stimulate interest in, and disseminate knowledge about modern managerial
practices and techniques. It is through this
desire and dedication that the Association has flourished for over 50 years as an
apex forum for training and communication of ideas in the field of management
in Pakistan. Over the last fifty five years,
the Association has organized about 1500
Seminars and Training Courses with above
fifty two thousand participants so far having benefited from such programs.
What are the important milestones in
MAP’s journey so far?
While some members join the Management Association of Pakistan simply for
the intangible benefit of supporting the
vision and mission of the organization,
others join to benefit from the networking
opportunities coming from a confluence of
208 member companies and 350 individual
members who avail a specific discount or
benefit from our training programs.
Some important milestones are:
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Conventions: Besides our workshops on
an array of management topics, each year,
we bring together national and international leaders, strategists and management

experts on one platform via our flagship
event. So far, MAP has held 20 annual
Conventions and each convention is based
on a theme.

One-on-One
Slug

The 18th Convention, held on September 28 and 29, 2016, was on the theme
“Dancing with Disruption - Re-Inventing
the Modern Organization”.
Our 19th MAP Convention was held
from October 17 to 19, 2017 on the
theme: “Rising with Millennials - Creating
Sustainable Businesses”, with International
Keynote Speakers, Dr. Jose Cordeiro,
Ms. Soraya Sarif and Dr. Francisco Palao
Reines.
Our 20th Convention held on October 3,
2018 focused on “ Re-inventing Management in the Age of Technology,. The Swedish Futurist, Magnus Lindkvist was the
keynote speaker.
Corporate Excellence Awards: Since
1982, MAP has proudly recognized and
rewarded the best managed companies in
Pakistan by instituting Corporate Excellence Awards. Institutional members and
others vie with each other to win the top
trophy in Industrial and Financial categories. This year, the 33rd Corporate Excellence Award were held on February 27.
The top Industrial Category Amir S. Chinoy
Award winner was Indus Motor, while the
Financial Category Award winner was
Jubilee General Insurance Company Ltd.
MAP’s 34th Corporate Excellence Awards
Ceremony will now be held in February
2019.
Certified and Customized Training
Sessions: Our workshops and trainings
are tailored to meet the diverse needs of
quality professionals. In-house trainings
at the Institutional members’ locations are
arranged.
What areas of management are under
special focus at MAP?
MAP does not confine itself to any
specific area of management discipline. All
topics of management interest are focused
on at our conferences, workshops and
seminars. For the last five years, MAP’s
focus has been on futuristic topics that
would require the attention of corporates in
Pakistan so that they can be ready for the
change the world is witnessing from rapid
technological disruption.
What contribution has MAP made so far
in bringing more professionalism to the
management scenario?
We at MAP take pride in the fact that

many MAP conferences have been
precursors to generation of new ideas in
Pakistan. Going back to 1968, the famous
economic growth model propounded by
Dr. Mahbub ul Haq, emanated from the
paper that he read at MAP’s 2nd Convention “A Critical Review of the 3rd Five Year
Plan”.
Similarly, MAP has been holding preBudget and post-Budget Seminars. When
formation of the Sindh Revenue Board
was in the offing, MAP held a seminar on
Sindh Sales Tax, the first of its kind, for the
benefit of corporates in Pakistan.
Earlier this year, we took an initiative by
holding a workshop on Anti Money Laundering so that the companies got ready to
abide by the AML framework being implemented globally. Similarly, MAP introduced
the concept of Design Thinking amongst
Pakistani corporates at a workshop by
Furqan Qureshi in 2017.
MAP has introduced a quarterly tea-talk
program called Leading Pakistan Series,
where industry leaders share their insights
and experience with our members.
We believe all such efforts by MAP have
contributed to inculcating professionalism
in management thought and practice in
Pakistan.
How can the functions of MAP be
further improved?
MAP, despite being the oldest professional body in the country and registered
as a Section 42 company with the SECP,
has essentially operated with a thin and
lean secretarial structure which puts all
of its programs into practice. Being a
non-profit organization, its activities can
be expanded further for the benefit of corporate professionals, for which additional
resources are required.
Does MAP also have any foreign
affiliations?
Our strategic alliance with the Asian
Association of Management Organizations
(AAMO), of which MAP is a permanent
member, provides our members with the
opportunity to participate in the online
‘Asian Management Games’. The winning
team gets a free field study trip to Macau
and Hong Kong. Additionally, two young
MAP members are chosen to participate
in the ‘Young Managers Program’ held in

Macau each year. Another value addition
by MAP is a 5-day training programme,
the Tun Razak Youth Leadership Award
(TRYLA), organized in collaboration with
AAMO and the Malaysian Institute of Management (MIM).
Our members can subscribe for individual membership of any of the Asian
Association member organizations, be it
Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia, Hong
Kong, Macau, Nepal, India, Sri Lanka,
Maldives or Philippines, to benefit from
their programs.
What are the hurdles that MAP faces?
Lack of financial resources are inhibiting many initiatives which MAP would like
to implement. We could do with more
support from our corporate members’
participation in our programs which would
give us an opportunity to conduct in-house
training sessions.
What Best Management Practices does
MAP desire to introduce?
While MAP appreciates the role played
by the SECP in devising corporate governance rules, we at MAP believe that the
regulatory framework in the country has
to be continuously adapted in line with
massive technological change resulting
from disruption globally. For example,
we have the instance of early adoption
of block chain in the UAE in all governance activities. They have changed their
regulatory framework accordingly, while
we are far behind in Pakistan. We could
always implement transparency in all our
economic activities if we are able to focus
on this aspect of technology which could
help in leading us to the best management
practices in the country.
Are you and your colleagues at MAP
satisfied with the manner in which the
subject of management is taught in
Pakistan?
We believe that teaching of management
has to bridge the gap between industry
and academia. Organizations like MAP
have many companies as their members,
and academia can make use of this forum
so that management discipline is taught in
accordance with the requirements of the
industry.
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Launch

Here and Now
A

lkaram has launched its Winter Collection called “Aurelia Dreams.” The collection
includes elements from across the globe based on an extensive blend of multiple
cultures coming together through different patterns, prints and styles.
Fusing the old spirit of the brand with new ideas and innovations and blending traditional eastern imagery with modern-day silhouettes, the collection represents the woman
of today and her brave new world.
Alkaram has always been synonymous with elegance and femininity. This year Ayeza
Khan represents the brand as she perfectly fits the brand image of timeless grace and
effortless elegance.
The brand offers lush shades of cranberry reds, steel greys, plum purples, midnight
blues and chrome yellows. There is a mixture of motifs such as paisleys, Spanish flowers,
geometric patterns and baroque prints. This is how Alkaram connects the collection to the
here and now.
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Profile

Syed Ibne Hassan

The All-Round
View
I

n Syed Ibne Hassan’s view, the job of
public relations is an all-round, all-encompassing activity that has multifarious
aspects and wide applications. In fact, this
is the best part of his job. He has been with
the National Bank of Pakistan since 2011,
working in the position of Vice President,
Media & External Relations. With a Masters
degree in Journalism, he has over 30 years
experience working in Media Relations and
Public Relations in the banking sector and
for various other government institutions.
He has worked with NIB Bank, PICIC
and with the Sindh government. The best
thing about Syed Ibne Hassan is that he is
just not a banking professional but also has
journalism experience, having worked for
many newspapers and magazines as well
as TV channels.
At present he heads Media & External
Relations and the Strategic Marketing
Division at NBP. Prior to this, he was head
of publicity in the global home remittance
management group at NBP.
Ibne Hasan has also worked as Divisional Head of the Corporate Communication Division and has been member and
secretary of NBP’s Publicity Committee.
His main focus throughout has been on
public relations and he has also performed
the function of the official spokesman of
NBP.
Ibne Hasan is well-aware of corporate
damage control requirements and says he
has always worked hard to control negative news about his organization and has
successfully managed to get positive news
published and broadcast. In fact, he claims
to have brought dissemination of negative
news about NBP to almost zero.
He also handles complaints from NBP’s
clients and customers from all over Pakistan and abroad and facilitates coordination
with various departments at the bank.
He is a member of various professional

bodies pertaining to media
as well as professional and
philanthropic organizations
such as the FPCCI, Pakistan
Management Association,
Karachi Press Club, Karachi
Federal Union of Journalists,
etc.
In his marketing function for NBP, Ibne Hasan
has managed, launched or
re-launched a number of
products and services. This
includes Aitemad Islamic
Banking.
In talking about his damage control
responsibilities, Ibne Hasan sounds excited
about his long association with media and
the fact that he uses these contacts in his
various media management activities. This
covers public relations and investor relationships, corporate and product branding,
designing of annual and quarterly financial
reports, designing print and electronic
media campaigns and marketing material,
coordination with local and international
award distribution entities, social media
management and overseeing the editing
and publication of NBP’s in-house newsletter.
Syed Ibne Hasan has attended various
professional courses conducted by NIPA,
the Management Association of Pakistan,
the International Business Consultant,
the Public Relations Society of Pakistan,
Pakistan Economic Development Forum
(PEDF), the Karachi Press Club, the Karachi
Arts Council, Pakistan Television, Radio
Pakistan, etc.
He has received many awards from
various organisations regarding his work in
media, public relations and social welfare.
His exceptional contributions provided to
various communities have been duly recognized by the Serving Hands Organization.

His work in image-building has also
been appreciated by the management of
PICIC. He was also instrumental in obtaining press coverage of the visit to Pakistan
of the Malaysian Minister for Culture, Art &
Tourism.
As a PR and image-building professional, Syed Ibne Hasan keeps track of
developments in various relevant fields and
his membership of a variety of professional
bodies greatly helps him in his work. These
organizations include South Asian Association of Journalists, Commonwealth Journalists Association, Karachi Press Club, FPCCI
Standing Committee for Public Relations,
Karachi Editors’ Club, Public Relations
Council of Pakistan, Public Relations Management Group, Public Relations Society of
Pakistan, Public Relations Club of Pakistan,
Pakistan Economic Forum International,
Management Association of Pakistan,
Pakistan Export Development Forum, SAAJ
International Trust, Arts Council of Pakistan,
Dabistan-e-Loh-o-Qalam Society, Serving
Hands Organization, Ittehad-e-Millat Foundation, Pakistan Ilmi Adabi Forum, Adab
Qabila Pakistan, PICIC Sports Club, Japan
Cultural Centre, The Djarians, Sakinan-eShehar-e-Quaid, Alami Mushaira, Bazm-eScience-o-Adab, Rotary Club International,
Pakistan Kendo Federation and Consumers
Association of Pakistan.
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Review

Karakoram to Karachi
By M. Mustafa Jamali

Restaurant

I

t is safe to say that the food market
in Karachi has significantly changed
over the past decade. The business of
food is booming as the industry continues to expand and evolve, resulting
in a dynamic food environment with
the emergence of a richly competitive
landscape. Named after a species of
an antelope, ‘Kudu’ is a new entrant
to join the eating-out scene in Karachi.
Located in Bukhari Commercial Area,
the eatery is the brainchild of Chef
Zaryan Turab who holds a degree in
culinary arts from DCT-International
Hotel and Business Management
School (Switzerland) with his brother
Bilal Turab teaming up to do the interior design of the restaurant.
I personally visited this fine dining
restaurant for a tasting session to
see for myself what the hype was all
about. As I sat down, the first thing I
noticed was the ambience and layout
of the venue. The restaurant was well
lit with tables that were appropriately
spaced out, giving privacy to the diners. While I waited for my lychee and
lime cooler to arrive, the starters were
served.
Freshly baked bread with olive
butter was brought first, along with
the mocktail. I would have liked to
see bigger glasses being used. Next
up were the ‘three method potatoes’
and the ‘Karakoram to Karachi’ soup.
Both appetizers were unique in their
own way with the latter taking a taste
of the north and combining it with that
of the south. The final two appetizers included the ‘steak tartare’ and
‘land and sea’, which was a tuna
based dish with a combination of
condiments, including oils and special
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sauces placed around the fish. If you
want a serving of meat packed with
flavour, then the steak tartare is bound
to impress you.
For the main course, you start
with a very neatly plated ‘mushroom
ravioli pasta’. This dish was simple,
and something that would fall under
the comfort food category. As a meat
lover I was hoping to try some tender
cuts and shortly my desire was fulfilled
when a server presented the ‘sous
vide tenderloin steak’ and the highly
sought after ‘lamb shank’. The tenderloin was seared to perfection with
a butter-like mouthwatering texture.
An entrée that requires no introduction, the French trimmed lamb would
have been a treat for any foodie just
as it was for me, with the lean meat
falling off the bone and melting in my
mouth. Marking an end to the main
course tasting was ‘festive roast
chicken’. The portion was generous
and served with lightly spiced rice at
the base, accompanied by a thick
white vertical-shaped blot of sauce.
The final phase of the tasting
session was sweet to say the least.
A perfectly circular shaped ball of
chocolate was held in mid-air by the
waiter who asked me to take out my
phone to capture the drop. After a
small countdown, he dropped the ball
onto the plate, a sight of pure joy for
all chocolate lovers out there. As the
hard shell cracked, it broke and out
came the chocolate mousse with an
assortment of smaller pieces of hard
chocolates, wafers and sweet treats.
The name ‘fragmented chocolate’ is
quite apt for the dessert. Last came
the ‘coconut and lime panna cotta’, a
traditional Italian dessert with a tropical twist.

The food industry has become
cut-throat with a wide range of cafes/
eateries cropping up and shutting
down each day. However this sector
provides many options to Pakistanis
who spend approximately 40% of
their household income on food. In
a cluttered market it’s crucial for a
restaurant to stand out by attracting
customers and satisfying their diverse
appetites.
Chef Zaryan and his team recognize this need to satisfy customers and Kudu attempts to bring a
superior fine dining experience for the
residents of Karachi. I believe that the
present day restaurant owners are
pushing boundaries to differentiate
themselves and carve out a niche to
capture market share. Chef Zaryan’s
creativity with the food and meticulous presentation to the extent that
some dishes looked like a work of art
reflects well on his alma mater and
shows his commitment to introducing
a truly modern age cuisine that has
not yet been experienced by food
lovers in Karachi.
The service was excellent. The staff
was well trained as they kept me engaged by explaining the ingredients
and combinations. From a commercial perspective, I feel that pricing
will play a key role in the success or
failure of this venture.
Some might say the menu is adventurous but Kudu is definitely a restaurant for those with a refined taste.
Comparing the food being served
at this restaurant with that of any
other established fine dining brand in
the city will ruin the experience and
defeat the purpose of what the team
behind Kudu is trying to achieve.

Review

By Noor Javed Sadiq

T

he Donkey King projected with the
tagline “a fun film for all ages” is
rather more understood by people who
are abreast with current affairs and politics in Pakistan. It’s certainly not just an
animated film for kids. It has a plethora
of tongue-in-cheek political references
couched in humour and sheds light
on democracy in Pakistan, the role of
media and social class divisions in the
country.
The excellent marketing, the catchy
title song and fairly realistic animation
gell as a full power pack, making the
audience grateful. It was a full house on
the day of release. With a 7.6/10 rating
at the Internet Movie Database IMDB
and a roaring business touching 20
crores, the film says it all.
Directed by Aziz Jindani and developed and produced by Talisman
Studios and Geo Films, The Donkey
King is set in the Kingdom of Azad Nagar where the lions have ruled for years
but now Badshah Khan (voiceover by
Ghulam Mohiuddin) decides to step
down and give his throne to his son
Shahzada Khan (voiceover by Adeel
Hashmi). Here Ms. Fitna, a sly fox
minister, (voiceover by Hina Dilpazeer)
who also serves as the King’s advisor,
influences the King to appoint a new
Raja through democratic elections.
Among all the animals residing in the
kingdom, the donkeys are shown at
the bottom of the hierarchical structure
in the story. And so, the lead character
Jan Mangu (voiceover by Afzal Khan or
Jan Rambo) who is a laundry donkey,
has no hope to even consider himself a
better-off animal in Azad Nagar. But his
dream witness better days when fate
propels him to the office of the King.
Sadly, he forgets his responsibilities and
becomes an easy prey for the cunning
fox’s treachery.
The director has done a commend-

able job at matching the most suitable
actors’ voices to portray their animated
counterparts. The voices for other
characters include Jawed Sheikh, Salman Shaikh/Mani, Faisal Qureshi, Ismail
Tara as the not-so-lenient Pehelwan
Chacha, Ahsan Rahim as Mr Propaganda, Irfan Khoosat as Jamhoora and
Shabbir Jan as Sardar.
The relevance to the current affairs of
Pakistan is undeniable. It is interesting
to watch how the director and writers,
Aziz Jindani and Kamran Khimani,
have embedded the sensitive notion of
politicians garnering support from the
masses and leading them into gullibility.
The timing of the release could not have
been better as people were involved
in the after-election speculations. The
producers were not wrong when they
said there is an uncanny resemblance
of the characters to the current social
and political scenario – good that they
spelt it out loud and clear at the outset
to deflect later criticism.
The key characters are played
neutrally and naturally which is safe but
the character of Fitna, the sly fox, fails
sometimes as being neutral does not
do the trick. Anyway, it is a delight to
see how well the characters fit into the
story. They are like a jigsaw puzzle and
seamlessly supplement and complement each other.
To talk about the humour part, the
film is an absolute rollercoaster with
one-liners and puns that you simply
can’t help cracking up on. The character of Jan Mangu is vividly relatable and
the funniest to enjoy. The
side-character Panoti,
the Zebra, is loveable and hilarious. The
younger brigade is sure
to enjoy the animated
jokes of these characters and as
for the elders, they revel reading
between the lines at subtle ‘pointers’ and also laugh with equal gusto

at the one-liners and puns.
The CGI (Computer Generated
Imagery) is a decent attempt but when
compared with Allahyaar and the
Legend of Markhor, the best animation
film seen so far from a Pakistani studio,
it has a benchmark to strive for. The
lip-syncing of characters is good and,
presentation-wise, the best character is
the Ring Master who is scarily frightening for all ages, without exception.
Apart from highlighting the prevailing
scenario in Pakistan, the film offers foottapping, rousing beat music that aids in
conveying the message of how power
in the right hands fructifies a nation
towards prosperity or vice versa.
The Donkey King has many ditties to
entertain viewers; Donkey Raja (Shuja
Haider), Inki Pinky Ponky (Asrar, Javed
Bashir), Donkey Raja Remix (Asrar,
Shuja Haider) and Allah Meherban
(Asrar). The title song Donkey Raja is an
absolute favourite after which Inki Pinky
Ponky is a close second. Both are
catchy and melodious.
Aziz Jindani’s flowing, smooth animation, powerful story, crisp lines and a
valuable under-current in terms of satire
takes The Donkey King beyond a ‘justfor-kids’ animated film. It makes more
sense to adults and people who are
familiar with current affairs.
It is a humorous and fun film and
does a commendable job in putting out
the message of how wrong decisions
and power in the wrong hands can be
threatening in both the short and long
run.
A light-hearted animated
film, it is a must-watch for all
Pakistanis. The puns and jokes
make the characters loveable.
The kids may not get the political symbolism but if the elders are
willing to explain, then it is a good
lesson for the young ones’ political
awakening too.
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Review

Anything But Typical
By Kiran Farooq

Book

T

ypically Tanya is a work of fiction by
Taha Kehar, a journalist and writer.
Typically Tanya is like a breath of fresh
air as it sparks hope that Pakistan has
room for paperbacks. The book resonates with the heart of every Karachite
as it unfolds the daily shenanigans and
the drama which unfolds in his or her
life. One relates to Tanya the moment
one starts reading the book. From dayto-day frustrations of finding a Careem,
to on and off troubles with melodramatic friends, Tanya represents, if not
all, at least most of us.
Tanya is an aspiring journalist who
works for a leading publication, the
Daily Image. Her everyday life reflects
the troubles she has to go through
as she juggles between the role of a
sub-editor who types away behind a
computer, an adventure-seeking and
a witty writer who wants to get her
byline on newsworthy material. Her job
doesn’t allow her to explore much in
the area as she runs around covering
events on educational reforms, doing
stories on government schools in Karachi and interviewing the city’s elite with
their over-ambitious plans of ludicrous
business ventures. With an overdramatic mother, crazy friends, a job
just short of “best of both worlds” and
a sleazy boss, Tanya’s life is anything
but typical.
The story picks up pace and gets
exciting when the wedding of one
of Tanya’s friends is called off as the
fiance runs away with another woman
and our leading lady has to step in
to support her distressed buddy. At
first, it seems that Sonia and Tanya
are just work-friends, but eventually it
turns out they have come a long way
together. Yet throughout, Sonia and
Tanya have a love-hate relationship.
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The reason Tanya feels obliged to help
out is because she had a history with
her friend’s ex-partner-to-be and feels
somewhat responsible for their split.
However, her efforts to help go in vain
as she is all but misunderstood in the
entire fiasco.
Then comes in another leading
character, Hafeez, who works with
Tanya and is somewhat in love with her
but fails to express his true feelings and
eventually falls in the arms of another.
Yet he has the tendency to get jealous
and blame Tanya for not having the
courage to actually reach out to her.
Then comes an Indian journalist who
tries too hard to woo Tanya but lands
on his back as his efforts are not appreciated.
The most underrated character of
the book is one of Tanya’s homosexual
friends who is not only Tanya’s support
system but a balancing factor in her
otherwise crazy life. Adam has problems of his own as he deals with men
who just want to have a playing field,
yet he is smart enough to demonstrate
to Tanya when she needs to throw
toxic people out of her life.
Tanya’s relationship with her mother
acts life comic relief as it will leave the
readers giggling with amusement when
they read about the daily debacles of
a typical household. Tanya has been
raised by her mother singly as her
father decided to walk out on them. Yet
the ladies of the house remain strong
as they cruise their way through life
with political TV talk shows, Star Plus
dramas and nagging househelp.
It’s as if Tanya is being pulled into
every direction where she is juggling
troubles with her friends along with
troubles of her job. Throughout, one
feels Tanya is conveniently misunderstood by her friends who seem to
never miss an opportunity to remind

her that her father left her mother and
this is the reason why she is unable
to sincerely commit to her friends and
the people who love her. This makes
one realize that everyone is stuck with
friends who act too big and think too
small when they are too quick to judge
choices one makes.
Typicaly Tanya is a story of friendship, a mother-daughter relationship
and love which was lost even though
it was never really found. The story
is placed in 2016 which also allows
readers to reflect on the time of political
uncertainties in Pakistan as they look
back at the inception of ‘Naya Pakistan’. It’s a light read for a lazy Sunday
afternoon, which allows readers to
have their imagination unleashed when
they can recount mention of places
such as Seaview, Chai Wala, Golf Club
and so many others. It may come off
as a teenage romance, but it gets
twisted and complicated and there
is so much more to it as the reader
comes across failed and restored
friendships, misunderstandings and
things going wrong for the leading lady.
Even when one has finished reading
the book, one looks forward to reading
more about Tanya’s life and secretly
hopes that Taha Kehar will decide to
turn it into a series revolving around
Tanya and her adventures.

TV Talk

The Battle for
‘Breaking News’
By Sumair Aftab

G

rowing up in Pakistan in an era when
there was only one state-owned
television channel and the other source of
broadcast news, after Radio Pakistan, we
had been spoiled by the time
the media boom of 2002 happened in the Musharraf regime.
Just like a person running after
mirages after being suppressed
for years, we were dazed by
the glittering new media outlets
providing unbiased news report.
For a nation which was used to
state-controlled TV news and
with a few print media as the only
source of real journalism, it was
eerily similar to Andy Dufresne
crawling through the sewage
pipe to find redemption on the other side
after years of imprisonment. But as it generally happens with conservative adolescents
who usually go by the wayside when given
total freedom, our electronic media walked
the same path and now, at the delicate age
of 16, it is ready to plunge into adulthood,
albeit with no bright future ahead.
While there are multiple factors that can
be held responsible for the downward spiral
that our electronic media seems to be
constantly in, with a major school of thought
believing that the industry is still young and
needs time, it is the race of winning the
‘breaking news’ battle that seems to engulf
everyone.
According to Wikipedia, Breaking News is
a current issue that broadcasters feel warrants the interruption of scheduled programming and/or current news in order to report
its details. Its use is also assigned to the
most significant story of the moment or a
story that is being covered live. Gone are the
days when ‘breaking news’ literally meant
breaking into regular programming to bring
people urgent information. These days, the
‘breaking news’ banner can last all day on
the same story or, as is the norm now, on
every other story. Now viewers don’t stop in
their tracks at the sight of ‘breaking news’

flashing on their screens. They know better
now. The problem is, breaking news stories
are usually the most panic-stricken, chaotic
and confusing to cover. Too often, media
outlets in a rush to be the first in the ratings
game, report incorrect or fallible information

coupled with sensation. The digital age of
today makes sure that it spreads like a midsummer’s wildfire via social media. With the
once-considered-to-be-abnormal now accepted as a norm, nobody seems to bother
that it is a serious offence. With one motion
of the head, implying this is how it goes, we
move on and talk about ‘other much more
important’ matters.
The question is, how far are we willing to
go before we break this stereotype? Usually,
in our society, something drastic has to
happen before everybody sits up and takes
notice. The incident of the Army Public
School, one of the biggest tragedies in our
history, had to happen before the powers
that be finally decided that Operation Zarbe-Azab was quintessential for peace. This is
the modus operandi of our nation.
Who can forget the breaking news story
from a leading news channel in 2016 that
declared the former actress and PML(N)
MPA, Kanwal Nauman, dead due to brain
hemorrhage.
Such is the race for ratings that a number
of news channels followed suit with respective breaking news banners and did not
bother to find out the truth. While Kanwal
Nauman was indeed hospitalized, needless
to say, she was very much alive and still

belonged to the same political party. This
was happening in the days of the PML(N)
Government, by the way.
There are many such atrocities that have
been committed by our television channels
over the years. Alas, none could top the
one just mentioned. Hopefully,
none will. The very thought of
incorrect ‘breaking’ news, more
horrendous than the death of a
person, is shuddering. Perhaps, another cringe-worthy
and embarrassing incident that
became a laughing stock at an
international level comes close,
when a news reporter declared,
after the newly-elected Prime
Minister Imran Khan met with
media personnel, that the PM did
not take the French President’s
phone call and instructed his staff to tell him
that he was busy in a meeting. The confidence with which the media person claimed
the news, no doubt springing from the fact
that she was present at this meeting, made
other outlets jump and run the story without
confirming with the PM’s office.
This brings us to the role of PEMRA and
its responsibilities. While I will not go into the
Dos and Don’ts, it is pertinent to mention
that it has so far failed to live up to expectations and keep a tight leash around TV and
radio for responsible reporting. We are still
far behind international standards and this is
why a lot of people have come up with the
notion that the industry needs more time to
mature. I, for one, strongly reject this naïve
theory since, in this digital age, we have all
the necessary tools and training material to
equip our people with the highest standards.
Perhaps, the objectives of the media owners
are different than responsible reporting.
We are, it seems, willing to cross all limits
to not only break the news but win the
ratings war too. After all, at the end of the
day, our media moguls entered this arena to
make money. As the famous American artist
Andy Warhol once said, “Making money is
art and working is art and good business is
the best art.”
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Innovations

Bizarre PR Stunts by
Famous Food Brands
By Sidra Ayub

I

n the realm of public relations, the idea to
create a buzz is always on the front burner.
Ordinary doesn’t sell, even for something as
basic as food. Marketers in today’s world recognize that the best choice of weapon amid
an ever-increasing, cut-throat
competition is embracing
an attitude of ‘standing out.’
The extent to which it takes
to get there, however, may
sometimes cross the line from
being distinctive to being completely bizarre. Not surprisingly
enough, food brands seem to
be taking a lead in creating the
eccentric pull.
Luring in customers with its
out-of-the-box PR stunts for many years,
KFC is indisputably among the leaders of this
game. From imprinting a gigantic, visiblefrom-outer-space logo in a desert in Nevada,
to affixing a USB charger in its take-out boxes
in India, KFC has mastered the art of catching
the attention of its customers around the
world. But in a recent PR stunt, KFC took
unconventional to a whole new level. In its
ambition to reinforce its tagline ‘Finger Lickin’
Good,’ the Hong Kong franchise of the food
chain launched two edible nail polishes.
Aligned with the essence of its business,
the polish flavours comprise the brand’s top
favourite recipes, Original and Hot & Spicy.
As zany as it
sounds, the
polish was
sure to attract
KFC fanatics who just
couldn’t resist
the taste. The
announcement
came just days after KFC had announced
its even more bizarre contest for expectant
parents, offering an £8,500 scholarship to
the baby who was named after its founder
Colonel Harland Sanders. Only, the conditions were a little more demanding than one
could imagine, including the baby had to be
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born on September 9! Interestingly enough,
the PR stunt was the talk of the town in
September with expectant mothers showing
willingness to participate.
It seems that there are quite a few creative
folks with bats in the belfry. This is echoed
by Domino’s Pizza Russia’s most recent PR
gimmick that comprised a competition inviting fans to ink themselves for
free pizza. Under its ‘free pizza for life’
promise, Domino’s asked individuals to get a permanent tattoo of its
pizza chain’s logo on a visible spot
of their bodies. Albeit an outlandish approach, the announcement
instantly hit the spot for pizza-lovers
who pounced at the opportunity
presenting a bounteous reward.
Exceeding the expectations of the pizza giant,
scores of people participated in the competition to the extent that the brand decided to
end the contest a week earlier than its actual
closing deadline. The overwhelming response
from the public instigated the brand to clarify
that the winners would only be those who
were in the “first 350” submissions, coupled
with the condition that the tattoo had to be
at least 2 cm in length. Sure enough, the 350
spots were all taken by those who were in for
a life-long pizza treat!
Joining the race of the eccentric is the everfamous cookie brand, Oreo which recently
engaged influencers in the UK to endorse
the claim “Some People’ll Do Anything for an
Oreo.” Oddly enough, the claim is tested by
challenging people to draw black and white
lines above their eyebrows to create the
“Oreo-like” effect. To be taken as a fashion
statement while defining the lengths to which
an Oreo lover would go, the challenge has
been quite well-received, with pictures of
individuals sporting the Oreo brows floating
on search engines. Quite disappointingly, the
grand prize winner was to only benefit from a
single pack of Oreos. Despite the unsatisfactory reward, the PR stunt successfully created

a splash with great coverage on social media
platforms. This is perhaps the eeriest of all
recent PR stunts but deducing from how
accepting people have been of such a thing
reiterates that every one’s taste palette is different, with some folks’ just a little too odd to
wrap one’s mind around.
Among the proponents of strange yet witty
marketing, is the much popular leader in the
carbonated drinks industry, Coca Cola. A few
years back, the drink manufacturer made use
of the rising trend of selfies among youngsters
and invented something strangely attractive.
Coca Cola Israel launched “the world’s first
selfie bottle.” Overthrowing the idea of a selfie
stick, the brand introduced a series of coke
bottles with integrated cameras at the bottom
that automatically took snaps as the bottle
was tilted to 70 degrees while drinking. The
photograph could
then be
shared
on social
media
pages. As
the brand
stepped
up their
game with this
announcement,
it surely sounds
off-putting for
those who are
against the selfie
phenomenon and would rather not
have their photos taken from peculiar angles.
Several other prominent brands such as
McDonald’s with its BigMac Fashion Line in
Sweden, including Big-Mac imprinted clothes,
boots, linen, etc. and Burger King Kuwait with
its limited-time sun-grilled burger that is only
offered when temperatures reach above 50
degrees, are continually engaged in taking
their PR activities to new heights in a bid to
connect with and retain their customers. In
this world of wild and crazy PR stunts, one
should be ready to see tons more of aberrant
PR tactics from the food industry that are not
only unconventional but increasingly difficult
to wipe off from one’s memory.

